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A view from the front seat
Reporters take to the streets with area police
departments for an evening of patrolling.

RES

¢ The information in the table of the worid’s
strongest earthquakes in last week’s paper
was taken out of context. Those were the
world's worst earthquakes in terms of
deaths and damage (which was not
printed). For a complete table of the world’s
strongest quakes, speak to Science editor
Doug George.
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This Saturday at Café Tomo, the trio known as
Wasabi will perform its spicy tunes.

T

Fax Line 707.626.5921
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Cross Country Glory

Queations regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should
be directed to tis editor in chief. Opinions expreased
by guest col
umnists are those of the authors and not necessarily those of HSU.

Two ‘Jacks from the cross country team will run at
the national championships this Saturday.
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Serving up the sounds of Wasabi

Advertising material is published for informational purposes and ie
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Going home for the holidays? Well, don't
Hey, It's
forget to bring the coffee.
100% organic coffee around,
the freshest,
and until 11/26 it's on SALE for only
Heck, mom will think you splurged.
$6.25/1b.
Get it at 7th & F St near Safeway, in Arcata.
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No smoking,

no toking

Smoke Nothing Day encourages HSU smoke rs to quit their habits for one day

sy Tim Harais
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Student smokers are encouraged
to giveup their habit for a day tomorrow, in recognition of the Stu8
dent Health Outreach
Smoke
third annual promotion of
Nothing Day.
Smoke Nothing Day is a HSU
spin-off of the American Cancer
Society’s

Great

American

Smokeout, which is celebrating its
23rd annual event tomorrow.
HSU Health Educator Jenny
Phelps changed the name to
Smoke Nothing Day three years

to cthe body, tends to
juana,is toxi

diminish fitness and exercise and
weakens the immune system.
“Way too many HSU students
are getting sick and staying sick because of their smoking habits,” she

most one in every five deaths in the
United States. Cigarettes and cigarette smoke contain more than
4,000 chemicals, including 43

known to cause cancer.
Student Health Outreach Program volunteers have staffed a table
on the quad and in the residence
halls since Monday to help prepare
students to smoke nothing.
They are handing out “quit kits,”
stickers, buttons and information

about the health benefits of stopping smoking.
“I feel like I get very positive responses from students,” Phelps
said in a telephone interview, “esialy non-smokers who are concerned about their friends who
smoke.”

“I think most smokers want to
quit,” she said. “Nobody likes to
be nagged about smoking habits,
but I would like them to reflect on
if they want to be smoking 20 years
in the future, or if they can drop
the habit now.”
Gabbi Letourneau, a psychology
senior and student director of
SHOP, said in a press release that
Smoke Nothing Day is “not about

People g ather at HSU
Bie celebration

bashing on smokers,” but about
raising issues and options.
“People know that smoking is
harmful to health, but many don’t
realize that tobacco cultivation is
also really bad for the environment.
We're here to say, ‘think about it.’
Do you really want to be harming
yourself and the planet?”
“Even though it can seem that
habitual pot or tobacco smokers
are in the majority at HSU, actu-

ally they are not,” Phelps said.
Phelps was the primary investigator for a spring 1999 survey
funded by the office of the vice
president for student affairs, about
tobacco, marijuana and alcohol use
among HSU students.
The survey indicated that 83
percent of HSU students never or
infrequently smoke tobacco and 59
percent never, or “very rarely,”

smoke marijuana.
The survey also indicated that
students have a tendency to overestimate how “normal” it is to
smoke tobacco or marijuana. Students were asked to estimate normal marijuana use among their
pee

The survey revealed that students perceived the frequency of
use by students as being “once per
week,” while the actual reported
median frequency of use was one
to two times per year.

“This result indicates that marijuana smoking is perceived to be a
lot more common than it actually
is,” Phelps said. “I think that is a
real shame because it can give
HSU’s great students a reputation
that most don’t deserve.”
The survey was administered to
a randomly generated sample of
classes until 10 percent of the
freshmen, sophomore, junior and

senior students had completed the
anonymous survey.
The Student Health Center offers one-on-one counseling for
skills and strategies to use to help
quit smoking. Phelps said it is also
one of the cheapest sources in the
county for nicotine replacement
patches and gum, which average
about $50 for a two-week supply.
Students interested in talking
about their tobacco and/or mari-

juana habits can call 826-5123 to
set up an appointment.
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ago to address the unique issues
and needs of the HSU community.
“Habitual smoking is the No.1
risk to student health,” Phelps said
in a press release. “Smoke, whether
it comes from tobacco or mari-

“The point of the event is to get
students thinking realistically
about how tobacco or marijuana
may be affecting (them) and others adversely,” Phelps said, “and to
offer support for those who want
to make a change in their smoking
or chewing habits.”
The Great American Smokeout
started in response to an event that
Arthur P. Mulvaney created in
Randolph, Mass.,in 1971.
Mulvaney asked people to give
up cigarettes for a day and donate
the money that they would have
spent to a high-school scholarship
fund.
Mulvaney’s event spread across
the country in five years. According to the American Cancer
Society’s homepage, one million of
California’s five million smokers
quit for the day on the Great
:
American Smokeout.
Each year, more Americans try to
quit smoking on the day of the
Great American Smokeout than
any other day of the year, including New Year’s Day.
Also according to the Website,
tobacco use is responsible for al-

course, veterans gathered Thursday in the
Kate
Day

Buchanan
(left). The

Room to celebrate Veterans

hour-long ceremony

started at

12:30 p.m. and featured keynote speaker Janet
for her
psinon
filled
Thompson (above). Thom
son,nwho
ma
Thomp
Mikess
husband, Congre
the California State Senate and unabie to
attend because he was stuck in Washington.
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HSU observes World AIDS Day
Back & Neck Problems?
HEADACHES?

we can help.
Our

Advanced

Methods Pinpoint

Of Your Pain Without

BS aserrarrerrrmarererererrrre

Nevember-17,1888-° The-Lumberjack-e-tumberjack.humboldt.edu-o—

Unnecessary

The Cause
X-Rags

Humboldt Back &
Neck Pain Center
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries
Most Insurance Accepted, Puinless Payment Plans

SSS SSS BSB

Central Avenue

Suite

LUMBERJACK STAFF

To recognize World AIDS Day,
HSU is having a week of observation Nov. 29 through Dec. 3. An
AIDS memorial quilt from the Sacramento area will be displayed;
there will be a video screening, a
candlelight gathering
and free HIV
testing on campus as well.
Tom Manoli, the chairman of the

McKinleyville, CA

guaranteed

and maybe

four,”

epidemic is alive and well. Take a
global look and the numbers are
big in the U.S.; in sub-Saharan AfThe World Health Organization
estimates that the number of adults

means

HIV isn’t turn-

ing into AIDS as

quickly.

The

problem is a vi-

a

ter

f
aths dysito HIV/AIDS
Deea
AQ.

million people

world
in 24
hours,” he said.

The classic example of this,

Hanta virus.
“The CDC jumped right on it,”
Manoli said, and therefore it was
contained. However, Manoli said
he thinks that HIV wasn’t dealt
with
as well because
in the Reagan

Manoli said, is in °93 in the Southwest United States when an un-

known disease killed people living
on a Navaho reservation. The virus was similar the Hantaan virus
that U.S. soldiers became afflicted

AIDS in1998 is 33.4 million. The
United States has 890,000 cases,

percent mortality rate. The virus

and sub-Saharan Africa has 22.5
million cases.
-

in Nese a * ‘ :

rus can mutate.
“In °97, 500

with during the Korean War.
The disease causes the kidneys
to hemorrhage and has a 60 to 70

and children living with HIV/

SSS DBS

this

— I could go
anywhere in the

rica the numbers are enormous.”

Call 839-6300

—

week of observation) is the AIDS

quilt panels. We have two panels

World AlDS Day

of the treatments

crossed international boarders

Manoli thinks AIDS awareness
is important is because “the AIDS

C

Manoli said
the number of
AIDS cases has
declined because

campus AIDS policy committee,
said the “the centerpiece (of the

Manoli said.

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chiropractors
1781

sy Jackie Danesxi

was a mutated strain of the
Hantaan virus and was named the

years education was suppressed —
no one wanted to talk about HIV.
Manoli worked in the medical

profession

before much

was

known about HIV/AIDS. He said

see AIDS, pace 6

Do YoU KNOW WHO YOUR
ASSOCIATED STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE Is?
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i Storage

180 F Street, Arcata
F STREET

DISPLAY CASES AROUND CAMPUS

Call

S22-2200

Full self-service UPS packing &
shipping service here now too!

Week of Observance
Nov. 29 — Dec. 3
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Accessible 7 days a week.
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New minor becomes available
for HSU’s social advocates
sy Jessica LeGrue
"This (social advocacy) minor was tallored for HSU students. It will help teach socially conscious students who
want to change the world how to make the changes

“Our students are more socially

active than most,” she said. She

added that HSU has always had
one of the highest rates of Peace
Corps volunteers in the nation.
“It seems to me this is something

they would be interested in.”

The minor began as an idea

VerLinden had two years ago. He
said it started as a practical application for students with a speech

“
on

>

they want.”

Jay VERLINDEN
speech communications professor
communications degree.

“We wanted to say, ‘Here’s something you can do with your degree,” VerLinden said. “But soon
we realized that social advocacy
was really interdisciplinary — it
draws from the thinking of various
departments.”
Although he started the idea,
VerLinden was on sabbatical when
Yingling got the ball rolling.
“To put (a social-advocacy mi-

nor) into effect, we had to make it
happen,” she said.

She started by pulling people
together from various departments
to discuss what elements such a
minor should have. After speaking
to several professors about it,

Yingling brought up the idea at a
department chair meeting.
“People were interested in it,”
she said, “so I kept talking to more
professors. It just snowballed.”

rd

However, she added, speech

communications

—_ professors

weren’t the only ones toying with
the idea of social advocacy.

Sociology professors had begun

to work ona

course to teach it, and

many political science students
were already involved in internships much like the ones required
for the new minor.

Now the minor offers three required courses from different disciplines, one in speech communications, one in journalism and

mass communications and one in
behavioral social science.
After taking these three classes,
students are required to get involved in an organization that fits
their interests or their major.
“It all depends on what department you’re’ involved in,”

=

SEE SOCIAL ADVOCACY, PAGE 8
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New shipment just in from Thailand, indonesia & Java
Batik, Ikat * Men's and Women's Clothes Sorengs,
Masks, Statues, assesories, Baskets and more...
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¢ JMC 323 - Intro to Public. Relations (MW 15-16:20) (233

roL_e OF mepDia In SOCICTY:

¢ JMC 116 — Intro to Mass Communication (MWF 12-12:50) (23293)

(23305)
e JMC 302 — Mass Media and Popular Arts (TR 12:30-13:50)

¢ JMC 309 — Analyzing Mass Media Messages (MWF 9-9:50) (23307)

PHoTovournaLism
¢ JMC 150 - Desktop Publishing (TR 9:30-10:50) (23302)
¢ JMC 134 — Photojournalism and Photoshop (TR 11-12:50) (23295)

-Hc.ear, concise, creative
¢ JMC 155 - KRFH Workshop (W 17:30-18:50) (23301)
¢ JMC 154 - Radio Production (MWF 10-10:50) (23296)
¢ JMC 490 - The KHSU Experience (R 10-10:50) (24546)

@ Leaal anp inrernarionaL
¢ JMC 328 - Law of Mass Communication (MWF 9-9:50)
e JMC 330 - International Mass Communication

(TR 1400-15:20) (23348) i

c

Sd

inTeresTING, TimeLy courses
@ social apvocacy anbD
For SPrinG semester?
men+«r:

LOOKING
ET

Le

¢ JMC 120 - Beginning Reporting (MWF 10-10:50) (23294) or
(MWF 11-11:50) (24335)
¢ JMC 490 - Writing Rock ‘n’ Roll Criticism (TR 14-15:20) (24345)

@ Learn TO SHOOT
anbD eDIT ViDeOo:
° JMC 336 - Public Affairs Video Production (MW 15-16:20) (23316)
¢ JMC 490 - T.V. News Workshop (TR 17-19:00) (23323)
¢ JMC 490 - T.V. Studio Production (TR 17-19:00) (23324)

aalehealehelelelelelelelelelelre

Made especially for HSU students, a recently designed minor in
social advocacy will be appearing
in spring semester schedules.
“This minor was tailored for
HSU students,” speech communications professor Jay VerLinden
said. “It will help teach socially
conscious students who want to
change the world how to make the
changes they want. This minor really fits all the themes of HSU, and
it’s something students can really
use.”
Speech communications chair
Julie Yingling, who also played a
part in developing the minor,
agrees with VerLinden.
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“The population got saturated
(with information about HIV and
AIDS) which puts bureaus and
organizations like ours in a place
to keep information out there,”
Manoli said.

when people came in the emer-

gency room dying of AIDS, the

doctors were “practically in moon
suits because we didn’t known
what we were dealing with, which
is right and proper for new dis-

Scott Mitchell the community

representative of the AIDS policy
committee from Northern California AIDS Program said that the
number of AIDS cases in Humboldt County is 180.
He said that HIV cases are not
reported because of California law,
and due to the effectiveness of the

ease.”

He said he felt terrible because
someone was dying and in pain,
and he couldn’t even touch them
or comfort them because he was
clad in three layers of rubber
gloves, two gowns

and

three

masks.

new treatments, fewer HIV cases

Since the 1980s, HIV/AIDS has
been studied, and through the
hard work of many, the public has

are developing into AIDS.
“If someone is not diagnosed in

a]

Humboldt County then they aren’t
among the 180 cases,” Mitchell
said. “The first case was recorded
in °85 and (cases) go until Sept.
99. Seventy-three of the cases are

living, and 107 are deceased.”
Mitchell said there has been a
vast decrease in the numbers of
AIDS cases due to the new medications, but these medication can’t

do anything for the HIV infection,

they just kept HIV cases from becoming AIDS.

“Per capita, Humboldt County

is average for California, even

through the numbers seem low,”
Mitchell said.
Jenny Phelps, HSU health educator, said World AIDS Day is imSOLID
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707-442-3644

DRINK MORE COFFEE
Good Coffee, Good Food
Good Atmosphere

Information

on the Quad
Nov: 15-18
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Join us for breakfast,
lunch or dinner and for live

music every weekend.
Open 6am to midnight

everyday

MUDDY WATERS
COFFEE CO.
1603
6 Street

Arcata, CA 95521
707-825-6833
Available at Arcata and

Eureka Co-op and
'Wildberries Market ¥ |):

Smoke Nothing Day
November [8

portant because HIV has become
even more of a threat.
“HIV/AIDS is truly a global crisis and is out of control on other

parts of the planet,” she said. “One

reason it’s been low-profile is there
have been really positive developments in treatment, so people
aren’t dying in such huge numbers.”
The problem is, you “don’t
know how long they will be good
for because of the body’s toleration
and also the possibility of the virus mutation,” she said.

The treatments cost around
$10,000 a year and are cumbersome because you have to take up

On Dec. 3 there will be free HIV
testing, but students must call and
make an appointment, Phelps said.
The testing is anonymous, but
Phelps said she prefers the word
confidential because you still have
to come to the health center to be

tested.

The person testing and giving
the results will only know people
by a number, which is assigned
when arriving for the test. Phelps
said all she needs to know when
you call for an appointment is your
The results take two weeks. Appointments will be set up to get results.

to 50 pills a day, Phelps said.
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I have people around me that are
HIV positive. It’s universal.”
People “are scared (of HIV/
AIDS) and don’t know how to face
that fear. We (as a society) need to
learn how we can reconstruct that

¢ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

The testing will be done by anew
procedure called orasure, which is
completely painless and is as effec-

fear and make it useful,” she said.

Gabrielle Letourneau, a psychology senior and director of SHOP,
said that “with HIV/AIDS being a
disease that is caught in an intimate
act where you’re supposed to share
yourself — that scares people.”
“In our society, women are born
and raised to be passive and can
be convinced to do something they
don’t want to because they feel uncomfortable saying ‘no,” she said.

tive as blood testing, Phelps said.

“Don’t assume it can’t happen to

you — make an effort to extend

compassion to those around the
globe living with the virus,” she
said.
Kim Wilcox, a theater junior and

Student Health Outreach Program
member said, “I feel connected to

will be shown at the Multicultural
Center on Dec. 1 at 7 p.m.
“It makes it more real seeing
people your own age or younger
with HIV,” Letourneau said.

The panels from the Names
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt,
Sacramento chapter will be displayed Nov. 29 and 30 from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
and Dec. 1,2,and 3 from 9
Room

a.m. to
The
AIDS
will be

4 p.m. in Goodwin Forum.
fourth annual HSU World
Day candlelight gathering
held on Dec.1 at 6 p.m. in

the UC Quad.
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the issue (of HIV/AIDS) because

The video “Blood Lines: a View
Into the Souls of HIV+ Youth,”

Associate
Marines

Students

UC South Lounge

P

826.5412

aspr@humboldt.edu
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Spate of
lawlessness
hits Arcata
sy Jacos Lenman
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A spate of criminal activity in the past —
week, dubbed a “mini crime wave” by

the Tene Concendyiee eee
derstaffed Arcata Police
more Stace: ica 4 cel? possibly
want.

‘Arcata police say they have physical

evidence leading them to the identities

of the perpetrators -of a string of

,

ite

burglaries.
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PHOTOS CouRTEesy oF THomas Dewey

Officers from
—

the Arcata and Eureka police

Thomas

Dewey

(second

from left)

departments,
participate

including APD
in Advanced

Officer

SWAT

David Rybarczyk

School

exercises

(left) and

in Stockton

in

Teamwork gets the job done
Tactical law-enforcement teams stay ready for the tough calls
We take pride in our tactical capability, but

BY Danan Palmer

we don’t show off with it. We use it when
we need to.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF
The Humboldt County Sheriffs Office,
Eureka Police Department and Arcata Police Department utilize tactical teams, also
known as Special Weapons and Tactics
teams, for emergency incidents.
“We are very judicious about when we
deploy the tactical team,” said Sgt. Thomas
, APD’s team leader. “We like to keep
things low-key. It’s another necessary tool.

The Los Angeles Police Department invented the SWAT team in 1974. It beganas
a response to a series of disasters from lawenforcement agencies around the county,
such as the Watts riots, the Atlanta Olympics bombing and the Texas Tower incident.
The need for non-traditional law enforcement methods became apparent, so a team-

style tactical unit was initiated.

+ ate

“SWAT is about preparing for the worstcase scenario,” Eureka team leader Jim
Manos said.

Tactical teams are used in situations such

as hostage rescues, probation and parole

searches, drug raids and barricaded suspects. Some agencies also use their teams for
high-risk warrant suspects.

Tactical teams tend to utilize a more varied range of weapons and tactics than other
forms of law enforcement. They use chemical agents, distraction devices, rifles and
submachine guns.
law
They use a tactic known as “deliberate

enforcement clear,” a methodical search of

a building, and they also practice dynamic
entries, meaning they rely on speed and sur-

prise to overwhelm a hostile situation.

“Statistically, barricaded subjects are the
most common SWAT call-out federally,”
Arcata team leader Thomas Dewey said.
The Arcata tactical team has six members,

although it can have as many as 10.
The team averages five training days per
training sesyear. There are two lon:
sions and three tactical-training days, focusing on such skills as distraction devices or
hostage rescue. All members, in addition,
have attended a basic Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation SWAT school.
On average, Dewey said, the team is called

Aas sdeteoms suabeinasen ts Giiveione dies tocktnd te waiilal>
rescue training session aboard a city bus in Stockton in $94,

out once or twice per year
The Eureka Police Department special
see SWAT, pace 12
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851 Bayside Road, Suite A
Arcata, Ca
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707-822-7641 (phone)
707-822-4551 (fax)
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azevedo@humboldt!.com
ww. humboldt!.com/~azevedo

VEDO&
ABEVEDO!

Linda Azevedo, OD

° General Optometry

* Contact Lenses

Loren Azevedo, OD, FAAO

° General Optometry
¢ Bifocal Contact Lenses

Hai Tong, OD
*
¢
¢
*

General Optometry
Pediatrics & Binocular Vision
Vision-Related Learning Disorders
Computer and Sports Vision

Open SATURDAYS - 9:00AM TILL 4:00PM
20% STUDENT Discount wiTH STUDENT ID
¢ 30 years in the
same location

Buddhist monks walk to the dining hall after a meal-offering
e in a weekend
of 10,000 Buddhas on Sept. 14. HS U students are able to participat
gh a reliworkshop on Buddhist study at the monastery, located near Ukiah, throu
children
gious studies course (RS 3 94). Fam ilies from around the world send their
sophy, but it
to study at the monastery. The curriculum focuses on Buddhist philo
Monks and
also provides classes in su bjects like history and literature. Buddhist
eating one
nuns reside at the site in a lifestyle that includes rising at 3:30 a.m.,
— contributed by Eric Murphy
vegetarian meal each day and never touching money.

and four 5O\b.
washers
e 30 dryers to choose

eg

a

OR

from, including two
- 50\b. dryers

pre

visitors
Buddhist monastery welcomes
ceremony at the City

>

¢ 36 washers to
choose from,
including four 3O\b.

eo

PHOTO By Eric Munexy

eT

° Same low prices

Crime: Bill charred by blowtorch turns up
an undisclosed amount of cash and
fled on foot. No one was injured in

the heist.
One robber was described as a
man wearing a white hockey mask
and a black, baggy windbreaker.
d 7
5 feet
be
about
He is descasri
inches tall and of average build, but
his age and race are unknown.
The second stun-gun robber was
describedas a black male, about 25
years old, 6 feet tall and about 180
pounds, wearing a green
sweatshirt.

At about 3:30 a.m. last Thursday, a man wearing a ski mask
walked in the back door of Toni’s
Restaurant on Heindon Road and
threatened two employees with a
kitchen knife. The robber ordered
one employee to open two cash
registers, took the cash and left
door. No one was
back h
the ug
thro
injured.

The robber was described as a

white man, between 5 feet 3 inches

inches tall, about 150
and5 fe6 et
pounds, with brown eyes. He was

wearing a dark blue ski mask with
openings only for the eyes, a blue

sweatshirt and baggy light blue

jeans.

Anyone with information about

was filled with about $2,000 worth

from Shasta County will probably
mark the end ofa flurry of burglar-

ment of stolen women’s clothing.
Both were booked into county
jail on felony charges.

the robberies is asked to call APD.
The arrest of a convicted rapist
ies in Sunset and northern Arcata.
Police say that they will use evidence from three separate burglaries that date back to October
against Lee Roy Bristol when he
stands trial, but that he may have
broken into many more houses,
often while the people inside were

sleeping.
“This is a scary individual,” said
APD Sgt. Dave Brown, who added
that once a fingerprint found at a
burglary scene was traced to the
22-year-old Bristol, who was
wanted for probation violations
stemming from a rape conviction,
APD made it a priority to apprehend him.
“We waited for him to fall back
into his pattern,” Brown said.
A gut feeling led Officer Martin
Bence to-17th and I streets in the
early morning hours of Nov. 9,
where he watched Bristol skulking
through yards and pecking into
windows.
After arresting Bristol, police discovered his girlfriend, Nicole
Tulotta, in a van downtown, which

of stolen property and an assort-

“People need to be aware that
these kind of people are running
around in Arcata,” Brown said.

He urged people, particularly

TORE New “a

students, to be careful and to lock

their doors.
A second suspect was arrested
Saturday, following an Oct. 18
home invasion-robbery in which
three men armed with handguns
barged into an 18th Street apartment in Arcata.
APD officers say that Christo-

RCATA
Next to Safeway

825-7467

WE ARE

CELEBRATING!
VEMBER

pher Harris, 18, was arrested after

the “Humboldt County’s Most
Wanted” feature in newspapers
and on television led to a tip on
Harris’ whereabouts. He was arrested outside his aunt’s house on
Stromberg Avenue.
Porsche
Harris joins 19-

9

95

ot sictine
& a tron pager.
'

$16.95/month @

‘4

Charlo, who was arrested for the

home invasion on the day of the
robbery, in Humboldt. County
Correctional Facility. Police are following leads toward the identity of
the third. An apartment dweller

,
in the robbery
was slightlyandinjured
ings
personal belong
and cash
were taken.
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New rockfish restrictions threaten coastal harvest
Fishery Management Council said
the council has done minimal
socio-economic evaluation.
Groundfish is one of the largest
fish crops in the Humboldt

this point. The
NMFS is trying to
determine harvest
limitations that will
be beneficial for the

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The local fishing industry is being affected by new quotas which
are being enacted for several species of groundfish.
The restrictions are being imposed on commercial harvesting
by the National Marine Fisheries
Service.
Trip limits and gear restrictions
on Pacific Ocean perch, lingcod
and bocaccio rockfish go into ef-

fishing industry and
the species under

County area.

consideration.
“Because (NMFS)

what the fishermen catch here,”

“It constitutes a large majority of
Butler said.
“We don’t know what the ramifications are going to be, not only
for the fishermen but also for ourselves.”
Recreational fishermen are also
supposed to be affected by the
ions. However, these regulations have also not been set.
“Fishing has a direct effect, but
you can’t point your fingeron commercial fishermen — there is also

and the county are
still working on the
regulations,

they

aren’t
definite,”
Sears said.
However, the local

ee

fect Jan. 1.

ray

Package-trip limits restrict the
amount of fish that can be caught
each time a harvester goes out, said
Janet Sears, NMFS public affairs
officer.
She also saidthat gear restric-

NE ER

tions dictate what kind of equip-

EEIEREP

aen

2a

ment can be used and where it can
be used.
The species included in this new
regulation are considered overfished.
“Ifa stock falls below 25 percent

eo

“It is when species are taken

the

“The

Jetty behind on its way out to

South

are asking for a lot
more money
for their

fishing grounds Saturday. New harvesting regulations are expected to drastically reduce the state’s groundfish market.

themselves,” said HSU fisheries

professor Tim Mulligan.
There is debate on how to determine the status of fish species.
“We have always questioned the
validity of their facts and the info
(the NMFS) is using to determine
what is overfished,” Eureka Fisheries operations manager Kenny
Butler said.
Groundfish are in danger of ex-

tinction due to the fact that they re-

produce slowly and can live more
than 50 years.
“They are species that live close
to the bottom. It includes rockfish,

flatfish, lingcods, thorny heads ...
it’s a whole complex of species.”

Butler said groundfish are any
fish existing on the continental
shelf.
The exact quotas will be released

Dec. 1 and are not established at

recreational,” Butler said. “Recre-

catch now, which is

ational fishing is also being re-

going to have a huge

stricted, which is one of the first

influence on the retail market,”

times ever. Recreational fishermen

‘Butler said. “It is possible that
rockfish will be made unavailable.”

have as much, if not more, influence on the resource.”

Mark McCulloch, owner of Mr.

The fishing industry has seen a
drastic decline in the last decade.
Of the 674 species
of fish globally,
75 percent are considered overfished.

_
faster than they can replenish

fishermen

Fish in Eureka, said his business
is also starting to feel the effects of
the regulations.
“It’s more of a creeping thing
than a sudden change,” he said.
“Everyone knows the writing is on
the wall.”

“The last 10 years have been a

pain, possibly as far back as 15 to
20 years. It is not just a local thing.
It’s global,” McCulloch said.

Jennifer Bloeser from the Pacific

ee

ment based on how many pounds
are taken from a particular area.

OC
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of its unfished biomass, it is considered overfished,” Sears said.
Biomass is a term of measure-

A fishing boat leaves
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SWAT: Teamwork is key
'
per year.
Most recently, it was called Nov.
1 to the 2400 blocofk C Streetto
help apprehend two Madera homicide suspects. The suspects were
not there.
The team is considered a collateral team, meaning the members
have regular patrol or investigative

year.
“What we have learned from experienceis that there is no one else
to call except our sister agencies,
like Eureka and HCSO,” Dewey
said.
“The nearest help is five to six
hours away. We can call on one
another on a pretty rapid basis.”
“The difference between grabbing a bunch of guys off patrol and
SWAT is that they function as a

The Humboldt County Sheriff's
Office’s special enforcement team
consists of 10 members. The team

Todd Wilcox said. “We do things
an individual can’t accomplish because there’s too much to take in.”

weapons and tactics team answers

assistance calls three to four times

duties, as well as call-outs.

team,” Eureka SWAT member

www.sterlingfx.com/wiyot/

Wiyot population.
The excursion will take place
aboard Eureka’s sightseeing boat,
Madaket, which will cruise past
traditional Wiyot ceremonial
grounds while storytellers educate
participants about the history of
the Wiyot people.
Tickets for the cruise are available now. The deadline to buy
is limApril 24, but seating
is m
the
ited to 40 people.
For information contact Ardith

for Wiyot benefit

The Wiyot Tribe continues its
efforts to raise enough money to
purchase a small piece of land that
was forcefully taken from it nearly
a century and a half ago.
The Table Bluff Reservation’s
latest effort to raise the money will
take the form of a sightseeing
cruise: around Humboldt Bay on
April 29.
The tribe is involved in an agreement to purchase an acre-and-a-

Huber

half parcel ofland on Indian Island

bs
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DON’T GET CAUGHT IN
THE DARK ORTHE RAIN!

733-5055

or

at

tion can also be obtained

at

index.htm.

Arcata Gospel Choir
to play annual show

- The Arcata Interfaith Gospel
Choir will perform in the seventh

annual Fall Harvest Concert on

The concert begins at 7:30 p.m.
at the Arcata First Presbyterian

Church on the corner of 11th and
G streets in Arcata. A donation of
$7 for adults and $5 for students

and seniors is requested.
will be accepting doizers

nations of canned food items for
the Arcata Food Bank.
we

\
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A cheerful candle that will light up more than a room

when the treasure of real money is revealed as the candle
burns down—each contains three coins and a bill. Purple.
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NEW BOOKS & PERIODICALS WITH SPECIAL ORDERS
WELCOME AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

957 H STREET
ARCATA

past century, is considered to be
the center of the Wiyot world. A
massacre was perpetrated there on
Feb. 26, 1860, decimating the

NORTHTOWN BOOKS

Open 7 Days
2817 F St. ¢ Eureka

269-9560
1031 Hi St. © Arcata
—

SeSE

TAKE A STAND!

WE CARRY:

¢ BIKE LIGHTS ¢ REFLECTORS
e FENDERS * RAINWEAR
e REFLECTIVE WEAR
Bicycle Repair Shop Open 7 days.

Can you think of a product that includes a stereotypical image or reference of American Indians?
Chances are you can. Corporations and sports teams have exploited American Indian symbols and
motifs in advertisements or product labeling for decades. One company that promotes its products
by using American Indian symbols is the Sante Fe Tobacco Company. This company sells several
items “based” on American Indian culture, one of which is a cigarette, Natural American Spirit.
This cigarette brand has an image of an Indian man wearing a headdress, smoking a traditional
a
pipe with a feather hanging from it. The company calls this logo the Tobacco Chief. There is also
symbol of a thunderbird on the top of the carton. The thunderbird, headdress and pipe are sacred
symbols for some American Indian cultures, like the cross, Bible and candles are sacred to some
Christian faiths. The use of traditional images such as these is a disturbing trend. Indian Health
Services statistics state than an average of two out of every five American Indians die from
tobacco abuse; this rate is double the death rate of other Americans in the United States. The
UIHS’ Health Promotion and Education Program has started a petition and postcard series that
informs people of how the Sante Fe Tobacco Company exploits American Indian culture in the

advertising of their products. Everyone is encouraged to sign the postcard and petition and the
Health Promotion and Education Program will forward them to the company in an effort to change
its methods of advertising.

For more information about this subject, please call Tony Sylvia or
Chag Lowry at (707) 269-2655 or (800) 275-1440.
OF HEALTH SERVICES
MADE POSSIBLE By: TOBACCO TAX HEALTH PROMOTION ACT OF 1989 « PROPOSITION 99 ¢ CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT

HIKE, BIKE, PADDLE & CLIMB
650 10th Street,

822-4673

Arcata

10979-A03
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AN ARCATA RIDE-ALONG

Car 203 — in transit with writer
university for assistance. All units meet at
Trinity Baptist.
“This is a big lead in this case,” Dewey

sy Doua Georce

says. “There is an arrest warrant for a sus-

SCIENCE EDITOR

in the armed robbery-home invasion
that took place on Oct. 18. His name is Chris
Randolph Harris.”
Dewey starts sketching out a plan of the
house. The original crime took place during his shift, so he takes responsibility to
investigate and solve the case. This is called
the “generalist concept,” and APD is one of
the few police departments in Humboldt

° The boldface type is the writer's
interpretation of real police communications. They are not actual wordfor-word transcriptions and should
not be read as such.
The movie theaters are packed, Café
Tomo is jumping, and the bars are wall-towall with people. It’s a typical Saturday night
}
in Arcata, and the town is teeming.
The lights in the dispatch office at the
Arcata Police Department are turned down
low, making the blinking red phone lights
cast an electric glow around the room.
7:30. Domestic violence at Trinity Baptist Church. Verbal altercation between a
man and a woman outside an AA meeting. Unwanted man followed her to the
meeting.
Sgt. Thomas Dewey is the Watch Commander for this 3 to 11 p.m. shift. He responds to the call with Officer Ed Wilson.
The man is GOA — gone on arrival.
“Domestic violence is a felony beating of
a spouse or significant other,” Dewey says
while waiting for Wilson to finish talking
with the victim.
The victim is off to the Humboldt Women
for Shelter for the night. The car radio crackles to life.
7:40. Go to scramble. Clear..Tip on
Chris Harris. Source said he’s in aunt’s
house on Stromberg. Hold for confirmation on that. He’s likely in the house. Call

County to use it.
“We're going to posse up here and move

in,” Dewey said. “All we need is probable
cause that he’s in the house. I want pistols
all the way around.”
The cars swoop into the neighborhood
with no lights and silence echoing. The officers group together outside the house and
hustle up the sidewalk.
They pause when they hear voices as the
suspect walks out of the house. Just as they
are rounding the corner to the front door of
the house, they freeze. Then with a flash,

they pounce on the suspect and have him
against the garage wall before he knows
what’s happened.
“It was a high-risk call, and that makes it
the taxpayers’ highest priority,” Dewey says
as Harris is settling into the backseat of the
Car.
The arrest is abrupt and without incident.
So is the ride back to the station. Once inside, Harris is searched and put into the
holding cell.
“This is a very exciting time,” Dewey says.
see APD, pace 16
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Officers

Bence and

Steve

Brown

PHOTO By Jenny WALKER

for stolen
(right) search

property after an armed-robbery suspect is taken into custody.
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UNIVERSITY PATROLS

Security, safety, surf — all in a day’s work
must be out of

"On a quiet night, trom the

ov Semy Saree

town:

LUMBERJACK STAFF

he eta

roof of the brary, you can hear

gets a ticket.

the surf.”

The University Police Department is busy keeping the campus
secure. Patrolling the residence
halls, escorting students safely and
intimidating would-be vandals are
all in a night’s work — that and listening to the ocean.
“On a quiet night, from the roof
of the library, you can hear the
surf,” UPD Sgt. Ray Fagot said.
Tonight is one of those nights,
especially for a Friday. As we patrolled the “J” parking lot, Fagot
notices a lot of empty parking

spaces.
“Usually, you'd be hard pressed

. to find a spot,” he says. “Everyone

A car parkedin

scene from a new

“These spots
are intended for
someone to unload groceries,”
he says as he

perspective. So often I’ve been one of
the bar-goers, yelling to friends,,
pleasantly buzzed.
Tonight, I am
with the cops.

Ray FaGcot

“There

UPD Sergeant

maybe 100 people
between Marino’s

takes the license-

plate number.
“When someone
stays here, it creates a fire hazard.”
The Arcata Police Department
calls for backup on the radio. It’s
1:30 a.m.,and the bars are closing.
The APD frequently calls UPD
for backup because many people
who frequent the bars are students.
With the help of UPD, Arcata Po-

are free to tend to more presslice
‘
cas.

~%
ceat

Sei
Yiacees

4
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and

ing issues in the city.
Fagot warns that he may have to
drop me offin a safe place if things
get too sticky.
At the Plaza, he meets with APD

Officer Ed Wilson. They stand stoically, facing the crowd of young
people leaving the bars.
I stand next to them, taking in the
ey

peers

:

SeeeCeepeyads

are

rf

Sidelines,”

Wilson says.
“Who's going to Ryan’s?” a
woman shouts.
The public is on its best behavior tonight. Spirits are high.
One man turns to Wilson and
jokes, “Is it abuse if she hits me?”
Wilson just nods and keeps his
eye on the crowd. There isn’t time
for joking when on the lookout for

fights or drunks who decide they
can drive.
“You area bad citizen!” someone

yells angrily from the Plaza behind
us.

Fagot and Wilson turn to see a
man exchanging words with “Moe
from Earth,” who declines to give
his last name. Moe is clearly upset
with him.
Rolling his eyes, Wilson heads
toward the argument with Fagot at
his side.
|
The approach of the officers deters the man from continuing his
ent with Moe. As the man
walks away, the officers try to pacify
Moe.
“He is trying to take away my

freedom of expression!” Moe insee UPD,
pace 16
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EUREKA FACE TO FACE

A view from the front seat

sy Kee.tv GuALey
LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Mark
Eureka police office
the “C
mery
works
Montgo
5 p.m.
from ”
a shifth,
Watc
3 a.m.
to

Stopping at a traffic light is seldom exciting, but most can relate
to the instant paranoia that sets in
when the car next to yours is a police cruiser.
What would “never happen to
me” suddenly has, and with the
flash of lights comes the all-toofamiliar stomach butterflies.
Getting pulled over happens to
the best of people, and Eureka po-

a false alarm — someone working
late has set it off.
A few traffic stops later, we head
back to the station for “lunch” at

lice officer Mark Montgomery admits that even he gets nervous
when he sees a police officer while
driving off duty.

“It’s the power

11:30 p.m.

On the table are various briefs of
wanted people, one of whom is the

they have.

They’re authority, and it doesn’t
matter if you’re an officer yourself;

even we get scared,” Montgomery
said.

night’s hottest target.
“He was seen earlier with a .44
in his waistband, allegedly stolen
from an acquaintance,” Montgom-

person would also save your life in

ery says.
Officer Brandy Fuller says the

“Just remember, though, that

an instant, putting your life before
theirs.”

Montgomery

man has eluded them for a few

;

works

days, and they hope to get him to-

the “C

a.m. that is spent roving Eureka

and looking for anything suspicious.

The real action, he said, usually
starts later in the evening. It’s a
quiet night so far, and the officer is
restless.
“It can go from nothing to chaos
in a split second; that’s why we always keep our eyes open,” he said.
It’s about 9:30 p.m. when the
first call comes in.
“Alarm sounding on secondfloor Roxco building. Please
verify,” says the dispatcher.
Off we zoom, only to find that it’s

In fewer than 10 seconds, Mont-

gomery has the suspect on the

ground, and keeps him in a headlock until help arrives.
Continuing to struggle, the suspect

grab

to

attempts

Montgomery’s flashlight, but the
officer throws it out of reach and.
holds the suspect’s arms above his
head.
Within seconds, squad cars peel

down the 400 block of West 14th

around street corners and the susct doesn’t have a chance.
“I couldn’t get both hands into

man walking on the sidewalk.

his arms inaccessible, in case he

night.
Forty-five minutes later, cruising

Watch,” a shift from 5 p.m. to 3

pect reportedly had a gun, and
Montgomery is by himself. As he
runs, he radios for backup. Uncertain of what to do, I just look on.

Street, the headlights fall on a lone

cuffs, so I just had to hold him with

Montgomery whips the cruiser

had the gun on him,” Montgomery says after the arrest.
Victorious, Montgomery brings
-the suspect, 27-year-old Jay
Edgington, back to the cruiser in
handcuffs. No weapon is found —
only asthma spray.
During the ride back to the station, Montgomery and Edgington
talk to one another as if they are

around to get closer.
The man looks up and comes toward the car as if to see what we
want. After a brief moment of recognition, he sprints down the
street. It is the man from the briefs
we just looked at.

Montgomerysays to stay put and
jumps out of the car in a heartbeat,
running after the suspect. It is a terrifying moment because the sus-

see EPD, NEXT PAGE

Officers Mark Montgomery and Rocky Harpham
(right) search for evidence after a fugitive was
Friday night.
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friends. The men have met before.
“Jay is a very smart guy. Very ar-

ticulate, and could really make it if
he hadn’t taken the path he has,”

As if to prove his point, a gold

something

stay between the lines.

ones

on this guy,” Montgomery

thought and treatment. However, we

expense of another person.

“We're going to keep an eye

ee
sa

enough, the truck

continues drifting from one
side of the lane to the other
and stops about 10 feet shy
of the limit line at a red light.

It is 2:15 a.m. as we head

are people too, and everyday life

back to the station, but

cruising by Club West de-

affects us, just as it would every-

gpg @1g6.”
Mark MonTGOMERY
Eureka police officer

“Let’s go,” Montgomery

says, and the lights flash.
After a sidewalk sobriety
Edgington, the man who had run
test anda visit to St.Joseph’s Hospital for a blood test, we head to from Montgomery. Almost indethe Humboldt County Correc- _ scribable, the only word that will
suffice is bittersweet.
tional Facility.
As proud as I am of
On the ride there, the man adMontgomery’s victory, being face
dresses me. Being in this awkward
position was one of my greatest to face with the man gives me a
horrible feeling.
fears during the ride-along.
Interviewing people is one thing,
“Are you here fora ride-along, or

tains us for another hour.
The sight of five or more
police cars with flashing
|ights in the parking lot
draws our attention.

There is a large number of
people outside since the
club just closed, and fights have
broken out right and left. Montgomery says to stay in the car until
things calm down.
a

I feel as though I am making a
spectacle of him, that somehow I
am better than him because I am
in the front seat and writing about

him. I am ashamed to be there.

It was the same feeling I had

when I was taking pictures of

chasing Edgington.
All night long, we had encountered fellow officers, either driving
by and waving, or at the scene. It
is truly a group effort, and being

witness to it is a riveting experience.

It is 4:30 in the morning, and
Montgomery finally calls it a day.
Join
for

us
your

mornings...

but actually taking pictures of

an assignment?” he asks.

to a call without hesitation, as with

someone when they’re in a very

unflattering position, even if it’s

ees

ro’

wrong because it is at the

When there was nothing happening, we wanted ihere to be.
When something actually happened, it was frightening because
there was no turning back.
The camaraderie among the officers is incredible. Each responds

SS

doing

the letter. This job requires ethical

really is.

supposed to be all right, doesn’t
feel that way.
Montgomery feels the same way.
“It’s easier when they’re jerks,”
he says. “I always feel bad when

ee

for instance.”

chenwteawihe

think about what type of job this

eer

cifically to substances, and a lot of
people like to double up, taking
speed and then drinking alcohol,

i

“You go by the spirit of the law, not

rative.”

"re coo

Tobacco is not healthy for the Earth and other living things.

Coupon
Cash

Value

ee

No

eee

said. “The body reacts very spe-

the

ee

The fertilizers, herbicides
and pesticides used to grow
tobacco get into the soil,
polluting waterways and

food chains, and poisoning

livestock, food crops and
farmworkers.

eee

“There are signs that you become familiar with, depending on
what substance(s) they’re on,” he

we struggles to

ee

Que

‘ARCATA
Quiet Holiday Mornings at the Co-op!
Present this coupon and receive

Yo Off

eee

streets.

of

ee

and our job is to take control in
dangerous situations.”
“When you finish the academy,
you're expected by the public to be
perfect, and then get better from
there,” Montgomery said.
Montgomery’s knack seems to
be getting drunken drivers off the

front

ee

“Without it, we appear vulnerable,

in

ee

requires confidence,” he said.

the eles

ulls

head back to the station. I

On any ESPRESSO or CHAI drink at
the Bakery Counter.

?
127
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Dereends
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#
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died
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mosta way of protecting ourselves.
In any given situation, our position

Ford

truck

apprehended

a—ee

“Sure, we have egos, but it is al-

BAGINGIO?, was

seers ueset wanted faghhive of the night, BP-yoareld Jay
for suspicion of possessing a stolen deadly weapon.

u

Montgomery said later.
“If started young, education is
the key. Given that everyone has
the same opportunity, it can
a huge difference. Then again,
there will always be some people
you just can’t help.”
Montgomery said that treatment
depends on the situation and the
officer handling it.
“You go by the spirit of the law,
not the letter,” he said. “This job
requires ethical thought and treatment. However, we are people too,
and everyday life affects us, just as
it would anyone else.”
While many may think police
officers have big egos and use them
to their advantage, Montgomery
has a different perspective.

Time seems to stop when officers get involved. People see flashing lights, and they stop to stare.
Because I am in the passenger seat,
those looks are often directed toward me.
Again, the feeling of shame sets
in. I have a lot of pride in the police force, but seeing the faces
watching me really turns the tables.
They seem to wonder if I am a
criminal and gawk at me, the way I
suppose | am gawking at them.
I am the spectacle.
After everything mellows out, we

=
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Complete Eyecare
Congratulations to the Lady Jacks
Softball & Women’s Crew!

20% Student Discount
Credit card or cash ¢ Most insurances accepted
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UPD: Rider reports quiet night on campus
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
sists. “This is a free country! I have
the liberty of expression!”
APD Sgt. Richard Zanotti walks
over to assist his fellow officers.
The inability to communicate with
the protester sends the officers
back toward the bars.
“Thank Allah for this freedom to
express!” Moe continues.

“There’s no reasoning with that
guy,” Wilson says.
Zanotti turns to me and asks
sharply, “Can we help you?”
I’m not offended; it’s his job to
be aware.

“She’s with me,” Fagot explains.
We stand on the corner of H and
Ninth streets and watch the rest of
the mild crowd disperse.
It’s time to head back to campus.
The APD officers thank Fagot for
coming — they may have really
needed him, but not this time.

the dorms,” he

says. “We have to
provide
that
safety.”

We park and be-

gin
walking
through the floors
of the Canyon
Residence Halls.
Students
sit
smoking and talking, some watch-

ing us carefully —
evidence that police generally set
off caution bells in
people’s heads.
Although I’m not
doing anything
wrong,

I can’t

help but wonder
if someone in my
vicinity is.
As we walk, he

Back at HSU, we patrol the cam-

talks about young

pus parking lots, looking for potential vandals.

people today.
“They
don’t
seem to have any

“Now we just have to make sure
everyone gets home safely,” he says.
The car that received a ticket earlier is gone.
“Parents expect a certain level of

safety for thtir children living in

puoTo By JESSICA GLEASON

UPD Sgt. Ray Fagot spends his nights
WERE

hope for the future,” Fagot says,

Svar SES aeeS.

says. “Drugs wouldn’t be in sup-

“and there is so much hope for the
future.”
“The police will never be able to
solve all the social problems,” he

ply if there was no demand. Society has to change, to stop the crime.
It’s up to leaders to lead by ex-

opens the door to the officers’
knocking.

the man is now under the rules of

ample.”

APD: Suspect caught during reporter's ride
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
“When everyone is in that flow, we
are all living for that case, that situation, that arrest.”

8:37. 911, please state your
emergency. Man scratching on
windows at Colony Inn. Screaming at neighbors. Who am I talking to? The manager. OK. Now

“God has sent good people,” the
man cries out as he stands in his
doorway.

Officer Peterson tries talking to

he’s kicking in people’s doors?
OK.

the man to assess his condition.
The man appears to be relieved to
see officers of the law, but he won’t
answer their questions. The odor
of alcohol wafts out of the apart-

The long-awaited questioning is
put on hold. Two cars rumble into
the parking lot of the Colony Inn.
Dewey and Officer Ryan Peterson
hurry through the complex and

background.
“Officers, can I step outside to
talk to you?” the man asks.
The officers step back to allow

ment. David Bowie is wailing in the

find the manager and some resi-

him room. The man has changed
the situation, though he may not

ber faces.
A red-faced, puffy-eyed man

know it.
By stepping on public property,

dents standing outside with som-

10-50% off selected items
Store opens at 8:30 a.m.

public intoxication. If the officers
determine him to be a threat to
himself or others as a result of al-

cohol or drugs, they have the
power to arrest him.
This is exactly what happens,
and the man is placed in the back
of Peterson’s car for a ride to the

Humboldt County Correctional
Facility for a four-hour sober-up.
Dewey explains that his main

concern is the safety of the man
and of the community.
“Youjjust saw the Constitution in

action,” Dewey says. “The people
that live here have the right to be
free from fear of harassment.”
The officers use a premise from

the California Peace Officers Legal
Sourcebook to support the legality of arresting the man just outside
the threshold of his house.
“The basic guideline that we use
for public property is wherever the
UPS

Start MAKING your

Enjoy tapas on

holiday gifts NOW!

the Patio

¢ craft and candy supplies
‘classes for all ages
We also have candy and
handcrafted gifts for sale.

1065 k street

man can go, so can we,”

Dewey explains.

eThese are just three highlights of a busy Saturday
night. The volume of calls

and contacts with citizens
Summer outdoor dining nightly

And Sangria on Sundays

Barcelona Cafe

Arcata, ca. 9552!

Wed - Sun 5:30 - 9 p.m. © Fri & Sat until 10 p.m.

(707) 825-7788

30 Sunny Brae Centre, Arcata 822-6101

peaked between 1:00 and
2:30. From drunken driving

and domestic violence to a
bottle thrown through a rear

windshield, APD faced all
kinds of disturbances to the
peace.

Wennespay, Novewarn 17, 1989
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Dip into the spicy sound of Wasabi
Funky trio to play

its original jazz-fusion songs at Café Tomo
a

sy Jenna Daniecs
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LUMBERJACK STAFF
The area’ Vinkisticvaltnana

teil

will play its jazz-funk-fusion at Café Tomo
on Saturday night at 8, with special guest
saxophonist Kim Matson.

Drummer and manager Alex Work said
that the members like to have alias names so

they don’t take themselves too seriously.

The band has been playing together for a

year and includes Work, also known as

Exner Bird, and his younger brother Ron
Work, alias Norman Krow, is on guitar. Matt
Robinson, a.k.a. Marvin Noshibor, plays

bass.
“It shows that we are not trying to be that

cool. I think some local bands don’t have

enough humility, and that is why they never

make it,” Bird said.

The band’s name came from a joke between Bird and a friend, and also from the

paste that is served with sushi.
“We kicked around some names, and it

was part of a joke with a friend of mine,” Bird

said.

we is also just a cool metaphoric name for
cy food that is fun to eat.”

"pind described sushi with wasabi on it as

“hot to eat. It burns in your nose and then
goes away real quick.”

The reference to the band’s name is like

wasabi in that the music hits you with a bang
before you know what is happening.

Bird said that Wasabi is going to be record-

ing a CD somewhere in the area. He didn’t
want to disclose where. He said it will be
for sale in the next few months.
Bird said that Wasabi likes being on its

own because when bands get signed, they
lose a lot of their money to managers and

production companies.

|

In the meantime, some of their songs are
available through Mp3 attachments on their

Web site at www.wasabi-live.com.

“The music on the Web page is pretty
shitty,” Bird said, referring to the reception

and the gritty noice in the background.
He said that Wasabi’s sound doesn’t fit

into any idiom.

“We just play what is clever. We are willing to be free with our music. We try to keep
it creative.”

English senior Jeff Farnsworth said he has

seen the band five or six times, and he said

that the band is a great mix of jazz and rock
with a tribal background.
“] heard them live on the radio — KRFH
— and they played perfectly,” Farnsworth
said.
He said that he will buy the CD as soon as
it comes out.
Bird does most of the planning for the

Arcata

band

Wasabi brings its jazz and funk fusion

group, finding gigs, planning for the trips
and aiding in publicity. His older brother
lives in Seattle and created and maintains the
Web site.

to Café

Tomo

on Saturday

“We don’t want to beat people up with our
music so that they get sick of it, especially
locally,” Bird said.
“We just want to play what is clever;we

Bird and Krow are from the Seattle area don’t have any other goals than just to express ourselves and keep it creative.”
and have made connections along the way.
Farnsworth said that Wasabi plays music
“We've managed to go back to our friends’
houses after the shows to keep partying,” that is innovative and ethnically diverse.
“They break out of the normal genre,”
Bird said.
“We haven’t had to rent a hotel. We travel Forneworth said. “They are the real answer
- to intelligen t music.”
with our Caravan V-6.”
“I think if they keep having fun with their
Wasabi tries not to play in specific venues
music they will make it big,” he said.
and towns exclusively.

night. Tickets are $3.

Farnsworth said that it isn’t through their
lyrics that they impress him because the
songs have few of them.
“For me it is through the guitar because I
play. They do stuff that I would never think
of,” Farnsworth said.

The band is bringing in area substitute
teacher Kim Matson to accompany them on
saxophone and flute.
“She really rocks, and we are excited to
be working with her,” Bird said.
The show begins at 8 p. m. at Café Tomo
and is $3 at the door.
o- enetereneemenence

“We play whatever we want to play,” Bird
said.
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Folk-rock

band

Mother Hips to play at Six Rivers Brewing

Co. on Friday at 9 p.m.

Mother Hips to play at Six Rivers

sy Jessica GLEASON

McKinleyville to see the Mother
Hips at Six Rivers Brewery on Nov.

IN DEPTH EDITOR

19, leave those visuals behind and

Parental body parts are usually
not what comes to mind on your
way to throw back a few beers and
hit the dance floor at a rockin’

show.
However,

as

you

head

to

prepare yourself for the down-toearth folk rock that has become

these boys’ trademark.
With a strong fan base already
growing in the Chico area, Mother

the early ’90s and hasn’t strayed

much from the road since. Averaging 10 months a year on the road,
the Hips have created a built-in fan
base always eager to catch the
roots-oriented, improvisational

rock this group of four continues

nS

Hips took on the touring circuit in

eS

see Hips, NEXT PAG

www.humboldt.edu/-carts
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presence and musical spontaneity
brings to mind bands like The
Allman Brothers and the Grateful
Dead.
A choice selection of cover songs

play is harder to come by ... but it

attitude and an audience brimming
with energy, and you have a nice
preview of the Mother Hips’ Nov.

/ Mini Candles

Incense / Sacred Symbol Scarves
Sarongs / and so much more

Gifts for Body, Mind & Spirit.

from a variety of artists and genres

is an added bonus. Throw in

y

Aromatherapy

Little Feat, while their on-stage

phone interview from San Luis

Merchants

Power Bracelets / Celtic Jewelry

reminiscent of The Band and

to perfect. And it is these fans who
continue to support the band as
they work to independently release
another album without the support of a major label.
“Artistically it’s as much freedom
as you need,” said guitar-toting vocalist Greg Loiacono in a tele-

Coupon required - good

Through 12/24/99

»

Kiosk
Near

Ross

rootsy song writing, a rock’n’ roll

Obispo. “The down side is no bigcorporation funding, and radio

sure feels really good.”
Their latest album, “Later Days,”
sure sounds really good, too.
The band recorded, mastered
and released the album in a mere
10 weeks, which is lightning fast
by music industry standards.

19 show.
The brewery has become a com-

mon stomping ground for the
Mother Hips in the last few years.

This is due to the enthusiastic
Humboldt crowd, Loiacono said.

“It’s a nice place to be,” he said.

This release is yet another testi-

“The crowds are always respon-

sive.”
Loiacono said its recent shows
have been a combination of Hips
songs. In addition to some old favorites and tracks from “Later
Days,” the band will also be sharing some new creations found on
its yet-to-be-released CD.

come out with a suitcase of sounds
unique only to them.
Harmonic lyrics and twin guitars

crackle to life thanks to Loiacono

and band member Tim Bluhm.
Bassist Isaac Parsons and drummer John Hofer are responsible for
making the Hips’ carefully ar-

The songs are sometimes much

know it is rock-and-roll based.”

easier to put together than naming
a CD is, Loiacono joked. He does
know that fans can expect the new
Mother Hips release sometime
around February 2000.
For those of us who can’t wait
that long to get a dosage of the

to be the
he seemsck,
fan feedba

ing at Six Rivers Brewing Co. on

ranged tunes sound spontaneous
and for keeping an audience on its
feet.

“It’s really hard to describe your

own music,” Loiacono said. “I

Hips, these gentlemen will be play-

According to critics’ reviews and

Friday at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $10 in advance and
$12 at the door and available at the
usual locations.

only one with trouble finding adfor his music.
The Hips ’ combination of folk,

country is a blend
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mony to these gentlemen’s ability
to throw a variety of traditional
sounds into a musical grab bag and
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This Berkeley band claims to
love to tour and rock. The Groovie

w

Ghoulies will be at the Plaza Grill

Lumber

on Monday at 8 p.m. with The Sin
Men and Automatic Pink. All ages

are welcome, and the show is $5.
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The Ghoulies have taken their

quests from their fans, and they
never play the same set twice. They
try to make a live show one they

music to Mount Rushmore,
Graceland, Roswell and now

withmies and other props to make

even been
Lolla

would want to see themselves.
The stage is usually decorated

Humboldt County. They have
asked

to play

at

ree

1027 I Street

Arcata, CA 95521
Mon-Sat 10:30-5:30 822-6264

Instruments, Books, Videos, Repairs,
AND LOTS MORE!
Electronics,
www.wildwoodmusicarcata.com/wildwood
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Holy Backstreet Boys! Batman
must have just gotten his driver’s
license!
“Old School Love” is sure to get
any dance floor full, with its

boys no longer find appropriate
now that they are exiting adolescence and entering adulthood.
As Immature, 5 band scored
several hit albums, the first of

Many music groups
ps don’t reach

which
came out in 1992 when its
members were about 10 years old.
The name change isn’t the only
attempt to display maturity —

maturity until about their third al-

these guys are sporting tattoos,

“Introducing IMx”
MCA Records
*4
bum. You know, the first two show

some potential, but they do not
quite reach that next level.
In the case of Kelton “LDB”
Kessee, Jerome “Romeo” Jones
and Marques “Batman” Houston,
who make up the not-so-dynamic

showing off their chests, wearing
cool shades and singing about
more “mature” topics such as sex,

infidelity and drinking.
On “Stay the Night,” IMx jacks
a guitar riff from TLC’s “No
Scrubs,” creating one of the most
danceable tracks on the album.

trio IMx, they felt a need to display
some maturity on their fifth album, | However, it’s hard to take the cho“Introducing IMx.”
If the name doesn’t sound familiar, it’s because the trio used to be
‘called Immature, a name that these

rus seriously: “Ooh, ooh baby, you
say you wanna stay the night / You
know you got a brother high / I’m
gonna pick you up in my ride.”

bounce beat and honest lyrics
about the search for an old-fashioned romance.
Unfortunately, the rest of the album is filled with too many “formulas,” songs that appear to be
constructed with radio play in
mind more so than creativity. Many
of these songs are largely
undistin
le from the majority of urban R&B heard on the radio and seen on MTV these days.
Despite IMx’s lack of creativity,
the group may be headed
for another hit with its legitimate singing skills and catchy choruses, as
R&B drags along in its most stale

Ween
“Paintin’ the Town Brown
Ween Live °90-°98”
wkekk
This album is whacked. That is
the best way to describe it.
First, I'll give you some insight
into Ween. These are same guys
who are inhaling Scotchgard
through a specially made bong on
the cover of their second album
“The Pod.” Ween is talented
group of musicians that plays many
styles of music. The Ween brothers also had small roles in the
movie “It’s Pat.”

Gene and Dean Ween have finally released a live package of
some of their legendary performances. Far from being a greatest-

hits package, the songs really put

variouspe
of this mind-

on the career

band. The

CDs are recorded

from various

tours during the 1990s.
On “Ween Live,” there are sev-

eral different lineups of musicians.
On one end of the

Gene

and Dean perform vocals and guitars with pre-programmed bass
and drums.
On the flip side, the Ween broth-

ers.are joined by live country musicians who play bass, piano, keyboards, percussion, fiddle and

pedal steel guitar.
Do not expect to hear Ween’s
radio singles,

“Push Th’ Little

Daisies” and “Piss Up a Rope.”

They are missing from this album.

Instead fans are treated to extended i j jams of “
ip De-

and dull era. However, IMx is still

of their live performances. This

stroyer” and “Vallejo.”
Listening to this live CD reminds

more than just a few baby steps
behind before it can claim musical

dense batch of jams goes from silly

this writer of the

maturity.
— Matt Itelson

ballad and country-western.

the listener in the audience of one

times he had

to experimental, hard-driving, soft
“Paintin’ the Town Brown” gives

Take A Break For Food.
Studying can make you very hungry. Try our Delicious Food Specialties.
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Chicken F220

Sliced chicken breast, red onions, barbecue sauce,
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butter.

Bowl: $3.95

Lost Coast Turkey Dinner

. $8.95

garlic mashed
Sliced turkey served with
pos render 5 gga vegetables. Served Friday and

DEBUT EP "NO BABYLON” IN STORES
NOVEMBER 30

warm and topped with vanilla ice cream.

http://www. humboldt.edu/~wlm2/ragga.htm/

YOU'RE JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY!
617 4TH STREET ¢ EUREKA © 445-4480
FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT EVERY NIGHT HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 4-6 P.M.

BrINncING YOU EXCITING GIFTS
FROM

AROUND

THE

WORLD.

WICKER FURNITURE + BASKETS - JEWELRY * POTTERY - WOK COOKERY
ORIENTAL CARPETS : INCENSE - PARTY FAVORS AND MORE!

Aousby Guisque
18802 ULsON
apy
6661 ©

ado, and bacon all wrapped up in .
‘tortilla. ‘Served with a side of

OPEN
mic
TALENT
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Area rock band The Sin Men is
releasing its first CD on Nov. 30.
The band members all grew up in
either Eureka or Arcata and say
they are a “working-class band.”
The Sin Men will be playing at
the Plaza Grill with the Groovie
Ghoulies and Automatic Pink.

ye.

Veeem

tiene

OreneRe
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am

The Sin Men releases

angst-ridden

CD “Lunar

Foster

Children”

on Nov. 30.

release second CD

The Sin Men

and Direct from New Orleans, Louisiana, Funk Masters
eos“

band

both play guitar, and Jensen Rufe

oping their eclectic sound at clubs
around Humboldt County for a

plays
According to the band, the album “Lunar Foster Children” is
full of catchy drinking songs, driv-

The Pin
Pin Room and The Vista.The band plans a West Coast

ing songs and angst-ridden songs

tour in December, and its CD will

of love, lust and hate.

The Sin Men say they play in the

The show is open to all ages, and
the cover charge is $5.
Jesse Pearson sings vocals, while

tradition of T. Rex, The Kinks,

Ray Johnson is on the drums. Ryan
McGonagle and Andrew Mitchell

Chain.

Spaceman 3, Flaming Lips, Velvet
Underground, and Jesus and Mary
The Sin Men have been devel-

few years. They often perform at

be available at The Works in
Arcata, The Metro CDs and Tapes

in Arcata and People’s Records in
Arcata on Nov. 30.

Be sure to catch this
punk band before it leaves to play
beyond the Redwood Curtain.

eee

mands

$12.97

difranco.

Cassette

$7.97

eee

pxoTo ey Liam Cuemons

The HSU cross country team displays its All-Region awards after the
NCAA West Region race on Nov 6. Senior Leia Giambastiani (from
left), junior Molly Alles, freshman Louie White and senior Tim Miller
show their All-Region awards. White and Miller qualified as individuals
for the national championships in Joplin, Mo., on Saturday.

Two

’Jacks will run at

national championships
Hearts of champions are exposed
on the road to cross country glory
sy Stacie LYans
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Tim Miller and Louie White will repre- freshman Matt Savage said. “He is an excelsent the HSU cross country teams this year lent role model.”
After graduation, Miller plans to stay in the
when they run at the NCAA Divison II
Cross Country Championships in Joplin, area and run, and he wants to eventually go
to graduate school.
Mo., on Saturday.
“Even though (cross country) is indir White qualifiedto
On Nov. 6, Milleand
vidual, it is a team
advance to the naeffort,” Miller said.
tional meet.
“The team is reMiller. and White
ally close, and we
are the only two cae
tiietintamee
a
lot of time
‘Jacks who will ad”

“pas Wil fas Ts Toast a

what he is now has been an
awesome experience.”

vance, while the re-

mainder of the HSU
men’s team finished

Dave WELLS

According
Wells,

to

Miller

is

robably one of the
most decorated and
men’s cross country head coach
well-rounded athletes at HSU. Not
on the 10K course in 32 minutes, 30 sec- only has he received many athletic achievements, he is an academic scholar and plays
onds, and White finished fifth in 32:33.
ii
ii
me y lg
cross countr
in and six-ti
Miller,
and track All-American from Denver, Co.,
White is an environmental research engihas made a name for himself at HSU.
neering sophomore from Half Moon Bay.
“Tim is one of the most well-rounded
White, who red-shirted last year, did not
I know,” head coach Dave Wells said.
“You just don’t get much better than Tim compete, but he was determined to overMiller, and, man, can he run.”
*

PHOTO By Liaw Cuemone

HSU senior Tim Miller runs in the NCAA West Region race on Nov. 6.
Miller finished first for HSU and third overall, securing a spot at the

ay.
Saturds
thiship
NCAA Champions

With five years of experience, Miller, an
environmental biology senior, is seen as a
leader and a role model to his fellow team“

.

mates.

four seasons of
during his remaining
prove
ligibility
a
“] started running in the fourth grade,”
PAGE 25
see CROSS-COUNTRY,

“He is the ultimate distance runner,”
+?
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Returners lead the wa ys freshmen add depth
BY Kanone

best inside passer.”
Rocha was a star at South Fork
High School. The junior guard
from Miranda was the team’s top
passer, leading the HSU squad
with 87 assists last year.
She can also put three-pointers
on the board and is solid at the
free-throw line. Defensively, she
led the team with 39 steals.
She is among the PacWest leaders in assists and steals. _
“Megan’s maturity level has
grown tremendously,” Martin said.
“She’s confident and has aspirations to excel this season. She’s our

D. Knuiant

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The women’s basketball team
preseason competition will start

Friday with a game at San Francisco State, one of only four preseason games. Pacific West Conference play begins Dec. 2 against

Seattle Pacific in the East Gym.
Head coach Pam Martin will direct a young, inexperienced, yet
talented team with great potential.

The roster includes six returning

—

players and eight freshmen.

The women’s squad will play its
last two preseason games at home
in
the
Sports
World/
CouponsOnWeb.com Classic
during Thanksgiving weekend.
The team also has the advantage
of four home contests before playing a conference game on the road.
“With such a young group, it is
critical to have home games at the
beginning of the season,” Martin

“We have tough games
right trom the opening
tip.
We don't have any easy
Pam Maatin
women’s basketball
head coach

Arcata’s Vinum is likely to start
at center. A four-time All-Humboldt-Del Norte League player at

ing its record and standings in the

McKinleyville and Arcata high

HSU freshman forward Chariene Murphy (left) watches
her back against HSU freshman guard Kylee Bennett in
practice as the women’s basketball team gets ready for

PacWest this season. The *Jacks

schools, she was among

finished eighth
last year in the West

preseason

Division, which was their first year

PacWest’s leaders in five categories
last season— scoring, rebounding,

in the competitive conference, with

three-pointers, blocks and defen-

a 2-16 record.

freshmen, will help the team reach

sive rebounds.
She led the team in scoring with
an average of 13.3 points. She was
the team’s top rebounder, averaging 6.4, and had 21 blocks.
Among
players, Vinum
led the team with a .415 shooting
percentage, .316 three-pointer
percentage with 37, and she made
68 percent of her free throws.
“Vinum has improved a lot in

their goals.

areas you won’t see on the stat

Local stars Jennifer Vinum and
Megan Rocha will start and lead
the squad this season.

sheet,” Martin said, “things like
boxing out, strength and leader-

All
invited
are
toa

Spiritual Topics Forum
with Discussion Groups
Topic this Thursday

11/78

eSpirituality
and the Environment
Asafe place to be listened too and dialogue about
spirituality
and spiritual issues, in small groups.

the pack,” Martin said. “If our re-

turners and newcomers show consistency, maybe higher. The team’s
goal is to win the conference
championship.”
The experience of the returners,

combined with the talent of the

the *Jacks.
player to spend five seasons at
HSU, will be looked upon as the
vocal leader. She overcame knee
surgery during her sophomore

year and is poised to be a team
leader.

from the opening tip. We don’t
have any easy games.”
Martin foresees the team improv-

“We definitely have the potential
to move to at least the middle of

from last year will also return for
Guard Maria Durazo, the first

games.”

said. “We have tough games right

games.

top point guard — no doubt about
it.”
Three seniors and a sophomore

the

ship. She is also perhaps the team’s

“She’s going to be a great vocal
leader for us. She’s also a coach on
the court because she understands
the game of basketball,” Martin
said. “During practice, wherever
she is, poise follows.”
Kristen Swain was second on the
team in scoring last year and is being encouragd by the youth of the
team for the starting position at the
shooting guard or small forward
spot.
Theresa Gethins rounds out the
senior group and is looking to contribute in the paint for the "Jacks.

Martin said the 6-foot-2 center

can really help the team inside if
she continues to improve and stays
consistent.

Sophomore forward Kathy
Zerbach is in a league of her own.
SEE BASKETBALL, NEXT PAGE

Topics presented by Peter Mosgofian, MA, MFT
7:30 10 900 p.m.

Locatedin Art27

Presentedby

Vine
Short presentation on the topic, followed by small groups
to listen and discuss. Not a debate format.
Coffee, Tea and goodies included.

For more info call or e-mail: 839-8156 © vine@axe.humboldt.edu

SOLO
SPORTS
st
YOUR ONE STOP.
XMAS SHOP
(707) 826-8698

5000
West End Rd. Arcata, CA95521
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PHOTO BY Reza SCHRICKER

The

cisco
guard

HSU

women’s

basketball

State on Friday.
Kylee

Bennett,

gets

team

Freshman

forward

senior forward

ready

for its preseason

Charlene

Kristen

Murphy

game

at San Fran-

(from left), freshman

Swain and freshman

forward

Kittina

Swallow jump for the ball in practice.

Basketball: Young members look to leaders
¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
She is the only player on the team
who isn’t a local, a senior or a fresh-

man. Martin said Zerbach has im-

award-winners Celeste Dodge and
Kittina Swallow. Redshirt fresh-

men Dodge and Swallow won the
team’s Ladyjack Award for their

“They

really

want

to

Improve. They have shown

proved greatly from last year. She
is using her power moves to the

dedication and commitment to the

improvement

basket and taking the punishment

program.

that is all a coach can ask

can play at the previous level with

for. oe

to draw the fouls.
The team’s eight freshmen have
had success at the high-school

level and show great potential for
. college competition. They came to
HSU after winning awards and

“(The freshmen) showed that they

all the awards and accomplishing practices.”

coming in,” Martin said. “They
will be able to contribute and add

for the season, Martin said.

the league and area in scoring at
Delano High School.

women’s basketball
head coach

seeing potential on the floor durOverall, the team has been putting
in some hard work getting ready

to our depth.”
Heather Garay, who is vying for
a starting spot at power forward, is
at the top of the list of newcomers.
Garay is one of six players who
stand at least 6 feet tall. Garay led

Pam Martin

ments,” Martin said. “Now we're

honors in high school.
“We have some quality freshmen

“They really want to improve,”

daily, and

she said. “They have shown improvement daily, and that is all a
coach can ask for.”

White said. “lt ‘was the o
“This summer rT trained foe

| Junior Nationals and placed _is

be n

now has

(young) athletes in the nation,” Wien
‘With his experience at Junior

Nationals and training consis-_

wh

become

him

sixth among some of the best. experience.”

ta tiok

:

sc

com ode

playing the guitar, urfing

or”

tently for a year and a half in

‘Miller’s and White’s cross

White’s goal to become an All-

progress. They wi both run at
the national meetin Joplin, Mo.,

HSU track and cross country, ‘ country training

American and place among the
top 25 in the nation is in reach.

DENTISTRY
MARK A. HISE

Watching

is still in

on Saturday. —

SALTY’S
Surf ‘n’ Tackle

MS-DDS

Serving the university community since 1983

Trinidad’s complete surfing and fishing headquarters

Another player looking for a for-

ward starting position is Charlene
Murphy. She was a four-time team
MVP and twice all-league player in
the Redwood Empire league in the
Santa Rosa area.

ON-CAMPUS
BIBLE STUDY

Point guard Haley Anderson, a
three-sport star (basketball, cross
country and track) at Reno High
School, also shows great potential.
The two-time all-league player led
her high school team to a secondplace finish in the Nevada State

Sundays at 6:30 p.m.
Siemens Hall 120
On break: 11/21 & 11/28

Tournament.

WORSHIP each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m.

Lutheran Church of Arcata, 151 E. 16th Street
Carl Stenzel, Lutheran
Campus Minister.
822-5117
lutheran@axe.humboldt.edu

So
|

Union St.

Anderson has a stress fracture in
her right tibia and has missed practices, but she is expected to recover
and be ready to contribute as
Rocha’s backup.
Adding to the list of freshmen is
all-state cee Courtney
all-league guard Kylee Bennett, allMosebar and
state center =

Guns

Longboards
Thrusters
Used

ACCESSORIES

Leashes
Rasheouard
Sa .
Wax
Repair Kits

Hotline

RipCurl
Future
Mens &
Womens

677-0300
TRINIDAD Shopping Center

—*$coreboard——:- —
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‘Jack
of the Fall

Recognizing the top HSU
performer from the fall season
Tim Miller

SR ¢ Cross Country

ALL-COLUMBIA FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
PLAYERS

First Team, Offense

PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE COACH OF THE YEAR
Dave Wells

First Team, Defense

ALL-PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE RUNNERS
Tim Miller, SR, Denver
Louie White, FR, Montara

Adam Derr, OL, SR, Foster City

Tim Miller has qualified
for the NCAA National
Championships and
was named Cross
Country Athlete of the
Year by the Pacific West
Conference.

PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
Tim Miller, SR, Denver

Kameron Crocker, DL, JR, Paso Robles

Neil Howard, DB, SR, Redwood City
Second Team, Offense

Matt Dwane, RB, SR, Vancouver, B.C.

ALL-WEST REGION
Tim Miller, SR, Denver
Louie White, FR, Montara

Elijah Gildea, WR, SR, McKinleyville

Second
Team, Defense

John Rouff, DL, SR, Ben Lomond

Steve Cheek, P, JR, Westfield, N.J.

11/19-20

at Hamilton Tournament, Davis

Honorable Mention, Defense

11/19
11/20

Humboldt State vs. UC Davis
Humboldt State vs. Sonoma St.

8 p.m.
6 p.m.

11/27

San Francisco State

6 p.m.

12/2
12/4
12/11

at “Western Washington
at “Central Washington
at Santa Clara

12/16
12/18

Northwest Nazarene
*Western Oregon

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Mark Vallee, MF, JR, Arcata

12/21
12/22
12/28
12/30
1/6
1/8
1/13
1/15

at UC Riverside
at UC Irvine
Dominican College
at CSU Chico
at “Seattle Pacific
at *St. Martin’s College
*Seattle
*Simon Fraser

7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8

ACADEMIC ALL-PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE

1/20
1/22

**Hawaii Pacific
**BYU-Hawaii

8 p.m.
8 p.m.

1/27
1/29

at **Chaminade
at ** Hawaii-Hilo

7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

2/3

“Western Washington

ALL-PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE PLAYERS
First Team

John Koven, D, SR, Concord
Ian Danielson, D, JR, Livermore

Second Team

PLAYERS
Josh Hamilton, D, SO, Corvallis, Ore.
Masun Denison, MF, FR, Fieldbrook

ALL-PACIFIC WEST

CONFERENCE PLAYERS

First Team

Angela Romel, F, SR, San Diego
Hillary Authur, MF, SR, San Jose

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7 p.m.

2/5

*Central Washington

7p.m.

2/10
2/12

*St. Martin’s College
*Seattle Pacific

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

2/19
2/24

at * Western Oregon
at “Seattle

7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

2/26
at “Simon Fraser
Home games in bold
*PacWest games **PacWest Crossover games

7 p.m.

Second Team

Julie Jo Ayer Williams, D, FR, Riverside
ACADEMIC ALL-PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE
PLAYERS
Christine Lewis, MF, SO, San Diego

‘Marsha Texeira, F, JR, Santa Rosa

ay ee

D, SO, Ukiah

ALL-PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE PLAYERS

First Team

Gianina Pellegrini, MH, JR, Cloverdale
Keleise Tupuola, OH, SR, Carson
ACADEMIC ALL-PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE
PLAYERS

Hanna Mounce, S, SO, Chicago Park
Gianina Pellegrini, MH, JR, Cloverdale
a

Se

MH, SO, Boise, Idaho

ALL-PACIFIC WEST T CONFERENCE RUNNERS
Leia Giambastiani, SR, Santa Rosa

ALL-WEST REGION
Leia Giambastiani, SR, Santa Rosa
Molly Alles, SR, Weaverville

by Kendra D. Knight
Source: HSU Sports Information
TR
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11/19

at San Francisco State

11/20

at Sonoma State
6 p.m.
World /CouponsOnWeb.com Classic

11/26
11/27
12/2

vs. UC Riverside
vs. Sonoma State
*Seattle Pacific

12/4
12/15
12/17
12/29
12/30
1/6
1/8

*Western Washington
“Western Orgeon
Dominican College
at “Western Oregon
at Southern Oregon
at **Western New Mexico
at **Montana-Billings

1/13

*Seattle

6 p.m.

“Simon Fraser
**Western New Mexico
**Montana State-Billings
at “St. Martin's
at *Central Washington
at “Seattle
at “Simon Fraser
at *Seattle Pacific
at “Western Washington
** Alaska Fairbanks
**Alaska Anchorage
*St. Martin's
*Central Washington
at **Alaska Fairbanks
at **Alaska Anchorage

6
6
6
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

1/15
1/20
1/22
1/27
*1/29
2/3
2/5
2/10
2/12
217
2/19
2/24
2/26
3/2
3/4

—-

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.

7
7
7
7
7:30
6
6

Home games in bold *PacWest games °**PacWest Crossover games

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

a

Randy Parmeter, DB, SR, Cazadero
Tony Redd, DB, SR, Fairfield

pinion,”
evithy

Wennesoay, Novevsen 17, 1989
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for certain jumps, such as the jump that
created humans from the animal kingdom.

—

Humans share much with but are different from animals. The creation of humans (“will” creatures) is part of the programming built into the plasma, and is
God’s plan for any inhabited planet.
One can conclude from this hypothesis
that the creationists and the evolutionists
are both right in thinking that no, life did
not happen by chance in a tide pool, and
that the Bible is simply limited in scope.
Two last thoughts: God is very good,
and the above hypothesis, which I believe
but cannot prove, comes from revealed re-

ligion, and is not original with me.

Sacrifice pays for
freedom of choice
Through the last few years, I’ve read
many letters and opinion pieces that fired

In the Oct. 13 and Nov. 10 issues of
The Lumberjack, there were articles
about creationism and evolution.
Here is a hypothesis that reconciles
creationists and evolutionists: God is for
real.
God's time-space creation includes the
vast, starry realms visible in the night sky.
When planets become stabilized
enough to support life, “programmed”
is planted on them by agents
life plasma
of God.
The plasma evolves much as the evolutionists have correctly deduced, except

realistic is this?

Are people really going to quit smoking after they participate in this one event?

This is a great starting point in the battle to quit smoking, but shouldn’t you quit
because YOU want to, and not because some day is being called “The Great American

crosses line into hate

it’s a situational addiction.

of journalism senior Nils-Jarle Saetre’s
guest column in the Nov. 10 issue of The
Lumberjack to let it just slip by as the

God is link between
ion
on
evolut
ti
creaand

Smokeout — recognized at HSU as Smoke Nothing day. Our question to you is, how

Chuckling muckraker

Austin’s letter about not signing the state
loyalty oath.

Jennifer Dawson
HSU graduate and U.S. Navy veteran

Tomorrow thousands of people are going to participate in The Great American

We all know that smoking causes lung cancer and that it kills, but so many of us
continue to smoke daily. We all know the facts, but why do we continue to smoke? It’s
the addiction, as well as the social bonding many experience with smoking.

HSU graduate and Arcata resident

There are too many depressing aspects

sign the oath: That is his choice — a
choice which I am grateful to have.
Freedom lies within our ability to
choose our own paths.
We in America have the choice whether
or not to be loyal to our country.
We are not forced into military service
nor are we removed from the country for
not agreeing with public policies.
Women are not forced to veil themselves or endure genital mutilation.
Women who wish to
in these
practices (regardless of my opinion) have
that choice.
Our freedom is something I have spent
the last 10 years of my life defending.
Whereas I would probably not kill to
enforce my beliefs, I would most certainly die to preserve them.
Ultimately it is the people who have
laid down their lives that give you the
freedom to be a pundit on our country’s
“idiotic, schizophrenic peace.”

Quitting smoking tests you
for the rest of your life

Smokeout”?

David Bradley

me up, but none so much as Jesse
I respect Austin’s decision to refuse to

aPesrs

chuckle of a muckraker.
Perhaps the most depressing aspect is
that Saetre is a journalism major — a senior, no less. I realize that no amount of

education can guarantee professional responsibility, ethics or integrity. If this is
the kind of work fellow Norwegians can
expect from Saetre in the future, then I
pity Norway and its citizens.
I would bet most Norwegians don’t like
to open their local newspaper and see
meaningless attacks on minority groups
passing for columns.
Neither do I.
I would hope that Saetre would focus
the eccenhis sights on larger issues than
tricities of his perceived dreadlocked oppressors.
He tells hippies to “get a life”? That,
who spent the
coming from an individual
time and energy to write a hate column!
It is an amazing leap of reason that, as
he generalizes and judges a minority, he
simultaneously insults “those hippies”
for disrespecting others.
As a citizen of a European country, I
would think Saetre would have some
geographically close-to-home knowledge
of the beginnings of prejudicial treatment
of minorities.
Often they are called less than human,
and their often fabreferred to as animals,

ricated and overgeneralized “common

traits” are attacked.

Broad, sweeping statements serve as
justification for treating them as less than
ual
This pattern is present in Saetre’s col-

umn.

:

This pattern has also been present in
editorials written about Jews, Gypsies,

‘Kurds, Bosnians and Kosovo Albanians

in the time of growing prejudice against
those groups.

ee

See LETTERS,
NEXT PAGE

Quitting isn’t as easy as sucking on candy. Smoking is not just a physical addiction,

In order to successfully resist the urge to smoke, you must remove yourself from the
situations that usually include smoking. This can be tough — we’re constantly sur-

rounded by smokers, and to remove ourselves from a smoking situation could mean
separating ourselves from our friends and those we love.

Here’s a little test to see where you are in your journey to quit smoking:
You’ve decided to quit smoking — you haven’t smoked for a whole day. You’re walking through the Quad, and you see your group of your old smoking buddies. What do

you
a)
b)
c)

do?
Walk up to them, give in to the urge, and bum a smoke off someone.
Look the other way and chew your gum hard (you know, for the oral fixation).
Scream at the top of your slowly-healing lungs, “You evil smokers are all going to
Hell!

d) Join the group, but decline when they offer you a smoke.

Let’s analyze your answers:

If you chose “a,” you have the willpower ofa turnip. If you’re seriously thinking about
quitting, remove yourself from the influences until you are comfortable enough to be
around smokers.

-

If you chose “b,” you’re on the right track to breaking the habit, but be sure you tell
people you’re trying to quit so they won’t think you’re blowing them off. Spreading the
word that you’re quitting will let people to know they need to be supportive. And keep
sucking that candy and keeping those hands busy.
If you chose “c,” you need to realize that you were once a smoker too, and that just
because you decided to quit doesn’t mean the rest of the world has to as well.
If you chose “d,” you kick Camel Joe’s ass! You have proven you have the willpower
to resist smoking in situations where many other people are smoking, but you haven’t
ditched your friends along with the habit.

For those of you about to not smoke, we salute you.
Use Nov. 19 as a starting point, but just remember it doesn’t end there. For those of
you who are undecided as to whether you want to take the plunge into a smoke-free
lifestyle, read the facts, think it through, and you'll know when you're ready.
For those of you who are former smokers that have successfully quit, quitting is a
daily battle that only gets worse before it will get better.
If you're thinking seriously about quitting, remember it’s not just a one-day effort —
it’s a lifetime committment.

—

- Statement of policies

* Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.
¢ The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.
° Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of The

Lumberjack or its staff writers. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns. Submissions

must be typed and less than 600 words.
° Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson
Arcata, Callif.95521;e-mail: thejack @ axe.humboldt.edu. Letters must be received by 5
be 200 words or less. Letters and guest columns must include the writer's name, city,
and year in schoo! if a student. They are subject to editing for grammar, style, content

Hall East 6,
p.m. Friday and must
phone number, major
and length.
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Hold on there, Governor

ene

Letters ——
colraaie Faye

Adding community service to graduation requirements is ridiculous

ee 27

I'm not
Saetre’s column is on
par with the atrocities committed against

these groups, but I hope he recognizes

that he is spreading a similar message of

hatred and intolerance.

Saetre’s column was a a
insulting attack on a minority
gro
I now ask: Would it have Seis ceaied
if the minority had been different?
If the piece had attacked a race, a religion or any other sacred cow, would |
have even witnessed it in The "Jack?

No.

|

- Sowhat makes it acceptable to degrade
one group over another?
Why do some groups get heckled on
the Quad and others cheered?
If The Lumberjack cannot answer
these questions, I can understand.
‘I just ask you all not to feed into the

bigotry.

As happy as Saetre will be to leave
Humboldt, so too will many of us be
happy to see attitudes like the one expressed in his column leave also.

Community service has been redefined, or
will be if Gov. Gray Davis has anything to
say about it.
Davis has proposed a service requirement
for graduation, and an open forum for students’ feedback was not well publicized,
making students scramble to voice concerns.
On the surface, such a requirement may

not seem like a big deal, but the fact that he
wants to implement this is ridiculous.
Think about it.
Community service is about making a difference because you want to do it; it is about
volunteerism and helping your area in any

way you can. It is about being willing to
change something in your power.

It is not about a requirement to graduate.
An e-mail from HSU’s bulk mail service
on Nov. 5 (a Friday) that was mailed after 5

p.m. informed students that there would be
an open forum on the following Monday at
noon to discuss ideas about and criticisms
of such a requirement.
“COME AND LET YOUR VOICE BE
HEARD,” it read.
This e-mail came after most students had

Panama Bartholomy
A.S. interdisciplinary studies representative and restorative development senior

Whata lovely little piece of hate writing, Mr. Saetre!

The stereotypes were exquisite.
I hope you getachance to bash other

groups during the rest of your stay here
in America.

—

|

_ environmental
science senior.

Foul word spoils
feminist forum
I sat near the Quad today, and I listened to representatives from the
Women’s Center talk aout the were.
|

T oaihad custicen the
SS eqtapmenmet acting para
ward the uninformed stance these

women take on the usage of the word.
~ Tunderstand
that these women are atseeping i he » Seer diy at women and give it
peal
ee

de caitcct

. But the truth is, to
ans source of soli-

darityis the equivalent
of admitting that
women are i
of recognizing
our
and that we fail to ac-.
true 8
_knowledge
the real issues that should be
what unites us in our quest for empow_erment.

Educated women would argue that
promoting the use ofthat word is not
only counterproductive
to the women’s
movement,
but it is deleterious to the
progress that women of.
past
and Peele
ae
{ eeiea iia dhate women wis eiecen
such as

and I responded to the “Reply-To” address

given, on behalf of the thousands of students
who wouldn’t check their AXE accounts
before the weekend ended.
I responded to Catherine Gale, whose email address was given, asking why the event
hadn’t been sent with the mid-week bulk
_ mailer. And I admit I was rude about it.

I was angry.

Travis Fulton

“cunt.”

gone home or out of town for the weekend,

mike to spread such ignoe name of feminism. se

Who was responsible for sending this after most students had gone home, only to
see it when it was too late?
Who would have time to attend this

with organized thoughts about
how service is not marked by

I was in the Boy Scouts; I planted flowers
in the senior center where I lived.

I watched children of weary parents for
free and helped with canned-food and

z BC T@,

clothing drives, and I did it all be-

wa I wanted to do it.
ry to make a difference in
a people’s lives, and I do it
because helping people
dy makes me feel good — I don’t

wanting to graduate?

She replied almost immedi- go
ately, informing me that Youth af
Educational Services was in =

charge of the forum.

oO

& do it because somebody who

Someone there dropped the

©’

ball, and she picked it up to try

@~

to rectify the problem, she said —

by Ert®

I should direct my comments there.
I thanked her in a follow-up message and

apologized for placing my anger on her —
she was just helping.
A call to the YES House confirmed that
the person in charge of publicity was at fault,
but the woman assured me that the Associated Students are in the process of compiling the concerns that students have.

Now, I hate every minute of something that
is forcefully placed upon me, and I fight it
to the best of my ability.

Attempts to make me to do things didn’t
work when my parents told me to clean my
room, and it didn’t work when my highschool advisers (who were more like

babysitters) tried to make me go to class.
It certainly didn’t work when my mom’s
church officials tried to tell me how to think.

fice (playing

monarch) thinks I

need some hae.

Making it a requirement perverts the
purpose of service.In fact, I would equate it
to the men in the orange jumpsuits (yes, the

incarcerated) who clean up the freeway.
Do you think they’re having fun?
I don’t. I think that they’re just tired of being trapped their cells and use the clean-up
as an outlet.
They don’t have much ofa choice, but we

do — at least for a while.
Students can still submit written views on
the governor’s proposal to YES House service learning interns, who will pass them on
to AS.
I encourage students to do so as soon as

possible.Otherwise, we might as well suit up
in orange, salute the Nazi flag and go about
our “community service” so we can graduate.

In fact, when someone says, “You have to,”
it makes me want to rebel all the more, be

subversive and find any loophole possible.

sits in his plush Sacramento of-

Erinn Knight is The Lumberjack’s copy
chief and serves his own conscience.

Take a ride on the wild side
One night with the Arcata police makes for an eye-opening experience
It was Wednesday afternoon when I got
the message from Sgt. Thomas — of the
Arcata Police Department.

ones pouring beer down our throats? Are
when solving crimes and getting the victims
they the ones handing the keys to drunken
pointed in the right direction. _ individuals? Are they the ones telling us to
I saw the dedication that the officers show

He said that he made space for
me on Saturday night from 7

I saw the community concern that they showed when

to 11 to doa ride-along.

Little did I realize 1
~~

arresting belligerent drunks.

@

I saw why Arcatans can’t

started out as a

leave their doors unlocked and

our-hour newspaper as-

why they can.

slam our fists into our “loved ones?”
_No, but they are the ones who are watch-

—_ing us embark on these paths of self-destruction, and they are the ones who try to stop
_us before we hurt ourselves or others.

Does this mean that I will

put down m

the hypocrisies of

oceanography books and ineranlien itd

rience.
political correctness that gets
After spending five years in Arcata,I think shoved down our throats vanished under the
I know how freaky and special our little uni- _ veil ofalcohol and domestic violence.
verse can be.
The police have a job that many
I know the party streets, the ade alleys, of us care not to think about.

= No.
—_ Does this mean that I won’t go downtown
for a few drinks with my friends so I
won’t run the risk of ending up in
the drunk tank?

signment would become a Ce =

nine-hour eye-opening expe-

George

§Cl@NC@ GUHTOF

the bars and beaches. I know the “Plazoids,”

odd couples and staggering individuals.

But I only know them from the typically

blurred eyes of a college student out for a
time.
Seeing the city through the eyes of police

officers made it a different city.
I’ve had trouble with authority since I was
born. It’s not that I don’t respect it; it’s that
I just don’t like it in my business.
"Highway patrol for example. I usually grimace at them because of those speeding tickets. Arcata to Southern California is a long
haul!
But Saturday night really made me appreciate this city’s officers — and my safety.

I ta

== Arcata face-to-face,whereallthe

They are charged with facing

—_the worst of the worst, the best

—_at their worst and the average

9

<a

.

at their worst.
They see us stumbling
out of Toby and Jack’s
and staggering along Alliance.
N
They watch us roll
through stop signs and throw
beer bottles
through car windows.
They face men abusing women, women
abusing men, people abusing themselves.
They see humanity in its basest form.
Ar they ot aking for his? Aretheythe

tacts to don a badge and baton?

™®

Probably not.

But it does mean that I’ll think

:

a little more when I come barrel-

YM

ing down G Street because I’m
late for work. Or getting that
next beer at Café Tomo.
Or realizing that the
4 soe? really aren’t out
ere to get me ... yet.

Thanks, APD, for help-

ing me see life from the
other side.
Doug George is an ocea
phy/journalism senior and Saturdaynight reminded
him

of his boyhood dream of being
a cop.

BOLUS

&

CHIME

ComPiLeD BY

ANGEL BROCKETT

ould add any minor or class
rriculum, what would it be?

‘Apostles’ return

BRS

E-mail reunion shows how fast world is changing
The other day I got a mysterious e-mail
from a guy named “Cool Hand Chuck.”
The message asked, “Are you the same guy

who served at Centerville Beach from 199293.”
I was baffled for a moment; then I realized

that it was an old
Navy buddy. I
hadn’t talked to

cApiat

him in six years.
Apparently

Chuck had been

by

Opinion editor

fooling around on the
Net and started typing names into one of
those “PeopleFind” sites and found my
AXE account.
The two of us were part of a group of fellows who, when we served at Centerville

Beach, played ina band called The Apostles.
We were all about 21, in our first Navy tour,
and far from home in an isolated community called Humboldt County.
We came from the suburbs of Detroit,

innercities of Los Angeles and Baltimore,
and the arid Southwest. But our age, low status on the military totem pole and disdain
for straight-laced military life united us.
During weeknights, we hung out in a guy
named Tavel’s room on base. We were there
so much we called it Tavel’s Tavern. We usually split a case or two of Henry Weinhardt’s
among us.
That’s how The Apostles got started. It
was a loose lineup of whoever of us felt like
jamming that particular night.
There was Trevor.on guitar, Liedolf on
of us would try and
bass, and then the rest
pick at another guitar or take turns piping a
heap of bad vocals on a cheap microphone.
I was really into Perry Farrell and Jim
Morrison at the time. I tried to sing about
the vast dreamy emptiness of Los Angeles
even though I was raised in Texas and had
never been there.
Shinkonis, a beefy two-fister from Michigan, laughed at my singing but didn’t fare
much better in his Beastie Boys/Soul
Coughing blend of vocals.

Chuck was more interested in producing

a fusion of the Grateful Dead and Joy Division, with a dose of U2.

Trevor was the only one who was halfway

without judging them andi

serious. He had musical training, and owned
all the amplifiers and recording equipment.
He was interested in a Neil Young/Paul
Westerburg sort of thing.
Then there was Liedolf. He played

people in their minds ver

child development/elementary
education sophomore

mostly Doors and Beatles riffs on his

bass and never said a word.

Taken together, The Apostles’

sounded like a car going down the
road with four flat tires and no transmission, but it passed the time and made

military life easier.
In December 1993, the base closed, and

we were all assigned new duty stations. I
packed off for San Diego and the rest of the
s went to points across the globe.
So I was blown away to hear from one of
The Apostles last week.
Chuck had gotten out of the Navy, went

heritage.”

environmental engineering senior
RS

back to his native Arizona, and is now mar-

“Ethics of Troubles in Everyday Life. | think

ried and in law school.
Trevor graduated from an Eastern college
with a journalism degree. Shinkonis is working on a history degree at the University of
Michigan.
Liedolf popped up in Sacramento and
then disappeared again.
The funny thing about all of this is that

that will make my life a little easier and more

six years ago, none of us even knew what e-

mail was. We simply parted paths and were
like, “See ya around,” but never really believed we’dhear from each other again.
type up e-mails that in
Now we casually
one click of the mouse bridge six years and
thousands of miles.
My past is part of my present again —
boom! just like that.
In some ways, we haven’t changed. We still
love music, and actually some of The
Apostles got together for a reunion jam last
year at Shinkonis’ house in Michigan.
Trevor, who has also e-mailed me, promised

to send a tape of the reunion in the mail.
Just the fact that I know all of this, and how
easily I came to know it through the World

Wide Web, shows just how much the world
has changed in the last six years.
It’s good to know our friendship hasn't.
Here’s to you, fellas.

James Tressler says, “Peace to Apostles
everywhere.”

“|

'd like to add a Civil War and Reconstruc-

it see
but
class
sms there aren't enough
tion
,

history professors

©

Jennifer F rh link
history senior
8 “I'd like a multimedia minor. Other schools
offer it, but here the art, theater and com-

puter departments don’t seemjto be able to

get together on it.”

| Lisa Koluvek
: art senior
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LUMBERJACK NEWSPAPER TSHIRTS: Long-sleeved, heavy cotton.

CAVEAT EMPTOR

$14, now on sale for only
$10. Come by The Lumberjack News-

Before responding
to advertisements
requesting
money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureauto verify
the au-

paper Advertising
Office (Nelson Hall
East) and check them out!

HUGE elegant barn sale — crafts for
the holidays, free coffee, Mary Kay,
markdowns, antiques, unusuals at
MckKinleyville's El Butmo Road Barn off
Dows Prairie and Central Ave. Sat. 9
to 4, Sun. 10 to 2. 839-1413.
WARM, COZY CABINS: Mom-Dad
special
$150 for 3 nights. Kitchen, bedroom completely furnished. Three
miles from campus, near ocean and

of the Quad? If yes, then get involved
in the COMMUNITY MURAL MEETINGS, every Wed. at 6 p.m. in the A.S.
lounge. For more info, call the
MultiCultural Center at 826-3364.

shopping. 839-1321 before 8 am. or
after 7 p.m.

FREE BABY BOOM

APARTMENT: 1 bedroom available 1/
00. Close to HSU, shopping,
skatepark, onsite laundry, parking,

students’ grades soar showed Kathy she had the ability to change lives. Now the director
of a literacy program, Kathy says, “AmeriCorps was the most rewarding experience I've
ever had. Service will always be a part of my life.”

BOX + EARN

Join AmeriCorps
at:

MasterCard app. Cail for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers receive
a FREE baby boom box. 1-800-932-

1999 Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences
Career Day & information Session

ext.

119

or

ext.

125.

Information Session: 12/2, 5:00pm-6:00pm

or

Siemens Hall, Room 116

alj5 @ axe.humboidt.edu

Career Day: 12/3, 9:00am-3:30pm

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! Students
earn $375/$575 weekly processing/
assembling medical |.D. cards from
your home. Experience unnecessary...
We train. you! Call MediCard 1-541386-5290, ext. 300.

FOR SALE
USED

joined AmeriCorps and took charge of the school’s volunteer tutoring program. Seeing the

$1200! Fundraiser for student groups
& organizations. Earn up to $4 per

0528,

cool neighbors. $425/mo. Contact
825-6651

grade classmates couldn't read, she decided to do something about it. She

HELP WANTED

me) eat

at

teacher. But when she heard that many of her daughter's third

1982 Honda 450 motorcycle. Runs
good. $800 OBO. Call 822-1351 and
ask for Chris.

FREE CD of cool indie music when you
register at mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs.

Amanda

Kathy Henderson had never considered herself a

wetsuits, surfboards, skate-

boards. Buy and sell. North Coast
Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka. 442-6044.
Since 1973.

For more information e-mail: tthyhua@cns.gov

www.americorps.org

AmeriCorps:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Farmers
Insurance has agency openings in the

Are you

Eureka, Cresent City area. Degree pre-

CORAL SEA T-shirts for sale! Help

up to the

challenge?

ferred, will train. Call Mike at 839-8250.

support the Ocean Club Travel Fund.

T-shirts $13, long-sleeve shirts $20,
hooded sweatshirts $39 with the research vessel Coral Sea and chart of
Humboidt County on back. Contact
Greg Crawford (x3466) or Doug

OPPORTUNITIES

St A ALG ots

TALK ALL YOU WANT! Fiat rate long
distance for on and off campus $35 a
mo. zero minute calling, keep your

George (826-7142).

Typing services - Fast, accurate, reasonable rates. Extensive experience

with University-related documents.
Contact: Patty Lindley, (h) 442-6642.

MAZDA@TOYO@TA
JEEP

present LD carrier! Call 268-5544.

Have a safe al sane°T ~onrudhtll
¢ Brakes (free inspection & estimate)

EDW
sine
822-3770
513

J

Street,

p

@

é

theory. All ages, kids welcome. $20

Zz

* Cooling Systems

a

¢ Clutches ¢ Engine Overhauls

>

¢ Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

’

Arcata

DATSUN
oe

° Electrical Repairs

.

PIANO LESSONS: Keyboardist for
the Dave Hinz Band. Beginning to
advanced jazz, popular and music

Loaner
HONDA

@
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A LOT GASIER. ©

service

emer

per hour. 35 years experience. Tim
Randies 825-6968.

THRILLS
Hum-Boats Sailing, Canoe & Kayak
Center year-round tours, lessons and
rentals on Humboidt’s bays, estuaries and lagoons. Full Moon and High
Tide guided paddies. Group discounts. Licensed, certified, insured
professionals since 1994. Hum-Boats
at the foot of F Street, Eureka. 4435157.

;

WANTED
TIN CAN MAILMAN
buys books, including textbooks, daily from 10-6.
Cash or trade credit — your choice.
Corner of 10th & H. Friendly staff, won-

derful books. Since 1972. 822-1307.
DESPERATELY
seeking recording of
the Dieselhed
show at Cafe Tomo on
10/1! | have some good live Dieselhed
shows

— will trade. 825-9172.

CLEAN 3 bed/bath needs one more
renter. No smoking, no pets, drinking,
preferred. Rent is $280 per month,
inicudes utilities. For info call Justin
at 822-2492.
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- Museum
Performance

Event
The CCAT, along with Sustainable Task Force, SETA,

Campus Recycling and Earth
First!, sponsors “Food Not

Waste” today from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. on the UC Quad. The
clubs will be selling food to
raise awareness about consumption and waste.
826-3551.

Workshop
The CCAT holds a salve-making workshop from 12:30 to 3
p.m. at House 97.

826-3551.

The Dancenter presents the
international dance troupe
Pequeiio Teatro de Danza in
“Alone With the Only,” an
evening of dance, theater and
music. The show will run today and tomorrow at 8 p.m.
and on Sunday at 2 p.m. Tick-

ets are $5 per person.
839-9105.

Event
“Smoke Nothing Day,” sponsored by the Student Health
Outreach Program, will be
observed today. There will be

The HSU Natural History
Museum will have a workshop
on camouflaged creatures
from 10:30 a.m. to noon for
ages 4 and 5 and from 12:30
to 2 p.m. for ages 6-8. The cost
is $9 per child. 826-4479.

Craft Bazaar
The Sacred Heart Women’s
Club is having its Holiday
Craft Bazaar from 10 a.m.
to 3
p.m. in the Sacred Heart Par-

ish Center on Edgewood
Drive and Myrtle Avenue in
Eureka. Admission is free.

Live Music

cital Hall. Tickets are $6 gen-

eral, $2 for non-HSU students

and seniors and free to HSU
students. 826-3928.

Workshop
The HSU Natural History
Museum is having a workshop
on nature for ages 2 and 3 from

Hall. Tickets are $6 general
and $2 for students and seniors. 826-3928.

Live Music

$7 per adult/child pair, or $5

211 F St., Eureka
from 8 to 11
p.m. Admission is free.
444-3969.

i
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<
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Fl

No events listed.

Dave Wilson will play classical and blues on the guitar at

the Humboldt Bay Coffee Co.,

a

Mr. Lunch will play jazz at

8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital

10:15 to 11 a.m. The cost is

for museum members.
826-4479.

Arcata’s recreation division

822-7091.

Live Music

ist Series continues with classical guitarist Michael Walsh at

Basketball

noon. Admission is free.

The HSU music department
presents the HSU Symphonic
Band and the HSU Jazz Combos at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Re-

The HSU Music Faculty Art-

Community access broadcasts
live news shows by HSU journalism students every Tuesday
at 5:30 on Channel 12.Rebroadcasts are shown at 7 and

Muddy Waters Coffee Co. at

Live Music

No events listed.

HSU

Theater

The HSU department of theatre, film and dance presents
the play “Ismene.” The show
will run today through Saturday at 8 p.m. in Gist Theatre.
Tickets are $6 general, $3.50
for non-HSU students and se-

niors and free for HSU students. 826-3928.

TV News

youth basketball league registration is underway. Leagues
for boys and girls in third
through 12th grades are offered. The deadline for registration is Dec. 3 at 4:30 p.m.
Volunteer coaches and sponsors are needed.

Howdy Emerson will play the
Celtic harp at Sacred Grounds
at 2 p.m. Admission is free.

Live Music

HSU

Youth

and other treats for smokers
on the UC Quad. 826-5123.

Club Triangle, a dance party
for alternative lifestyles, is every Sunday night. Ages 18 and
over are welcome. $5 cover,
with doors opening at 9 p.m.
Wear your pride colors and get
half-price drink specials before 10 p.m. 444-CLUB.

10 p.m.

“quit kits,” stickers, buttons

and non-smokers handed out

Ciub West

Theater

Ceramics, masks and paintings by Pamela Becker and
Mathew Stafford will be on
display through Dec. 31 at
Changes, 420 Second St. Eureka. There will be an artists’
reception Nov. 6 from 6 to 9
p.m. 441-1709.

Support Network
for Adolescent
S.N.A.P. meets Wednesdays at
6 p.m. upstairs in the YES
house, No. 91. 826-4965.

Sister City Club
Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
in the South Lounge of the
University Center. 825-9228.

GLBTSA
The Gay Lesbian Bisexual
Transgender Student Association meets Thursdays at 7
p-m. in the MultiCultural
Cneter. 825-8724.

Humboidt

Community
Service
international
H.C.S.1. meets Wednesdays at
6 p.m. in Nelson Hall East
116. 826-4965.

Resources Club
Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
Natural Resources 210. 8264291.

Send event listings to Fen
Morgan c/o The Lumberjack.
Deadline for submissions is
lication at 4 p.m.

Publication
cannot be guar.
anteed,

a
Eureka, CA 95501
07) 443-0547
(707) 443-3158 + FAX
to Scotia
Free Delivery - T

Cut Your Cost for
Housing !
» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $275 per
month including utilities
»

Get free internet access &

use our computer lab

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

Come Take A Look !
455 Union Street

E"
LU
ALLCE P.VA
S
UCT
ROD
FI
OF

833 H Street « Arcata, CA * 95521

Fax (707) 822-0546

(707) 822-0527

|

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
(on all

regularly

priced

eCompuler

ribbons

and

student

with
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¢ Computer paper, diskettes
¢ Binders, notebooks

and ali of your
school supplies!
mek
¢ Greeting cards, picture frames
¢ Photo albums, social books
¢ Stationery, invitations, gift wrap

and

much

more!

822-1909
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS « TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABI
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